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ABSTRACT

An instrumentation design is presented for estimating ocean

wave directional spectra from measurements of water particle

motion. For relatively shallow water and short term

measurement applications, it is shown to be an effective and

reasonably accurate system for estimating ocean wave

directional spectra. Specifically, water particle motion is

measured using an underwater, acoustic, ranging system

consisting of a surface projector bUoy and suitable bottom

mounted hydrophones. A continuous wave signal is emitted by

the surface projector buoy and the resultant signal delays at

each hydrophone provide slant range information for

triangulating the buoy position. Signals from the bUoy and

hydrophones are recorded for later processing and analysis.

A method for estimating wave amplitude, phase, and direction

is also presented. Wave data obtained from a commercial

bottom mounted pressure gauge serve as a reference for

comparing water particle displacement measurements recorded

by the instrumentation system. Similarly, aerial photographs

taken of the wave field in the study area during the

experiment were used as a reference for comparing wave

directions.
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1.0 XNTRODUCTION

A wave directional spectrum is defined as the distribution of

ocean wave energy density with respect to frequency and

direction. It is usually described as a three dimensional

plot of wave energy density (i. e. , wave energy per unit

frequency and direction) with frequency and direction as the

independent variables. The total volume of the plot gives

the mean square wave amplitude or energy, as desired. The

curve showing the distribution of energy density according to

direction at a given frequency is commonly referred to as the

directional spectrum for that frequency.

1.1 Importance of Wave Directionality

Knowledge of the directional characteristics of ocean waves

is essential for many ocean engineering design and research

applications. The design and development of various ocean

structures require wave direction information in order to

estimate the effects of loading and fatigue that are sensitive

to wave direction. Directional spectra provide the crucial

parameters: wave energy, frequency, and direction for

studying littoral drift and sediment transport. Since mixing

and directional spectra are related, the design of ocean

1
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outfall and pollution control also benefit from wave direction

information.

The development of wave energy as a source of power relies on

wave directionality for estimating available resources and for

testing various power extraction systems. Directional spectra

are necessary for predicting the response of ships, platforms,

buoys, and other marine vessels as a result of excitation by

the sea. Studies on wave kinematics, associated analytical

models, and resultant wave generation theories are more

beneficial when considering wave directionality. Finally,

directional spectra are used as input excitation to various

computer simulation studies such as mooring and harbor design

problems, and as input for programming multi-wavemaker systems

used in various laboratory scale models.

1.2 Literature Review

Over the past 35 years, directional spectra have been

estimated using a variety of methods. These can be classified

into direct and remote methods. Direct methods include

measuring parameters that are within the wave field. Examples

are wave arrays and bUoy type instruments. Wave arrays can

be comprised of bottom-mounted pressure gauges, subsurface

inverted fathometers, current meters, wave staffs, etc. or

combinations thereof. Remote methods usually rely on

2



measurements of light or radio wave energy. Examples include

the use of photography and radar.

Panicker (1974) provides an excellent review of the techniques

developed for measuring directional spectra during the period

1954 to 1974. Several of these earlier studies which involve

direct methods of measuring directional spectra are outlined

below along with more recent studies on the sUbject:

1.2.1 Wave Arrays

Wave arrays can be classified either as one dimensional (line)

or two dimensional (polygonal). Line arrays are inherently

ambiguous in direction by 180 degrees and are sharply tuned

to waves approaching normal to the array. Polygonal arrays

have been shown to be more appropriate for measuring waves

from several directions. In either case, arrays are also

characterized as systems which measure quantities at spatially

different points. The directional resolution of wave arrays

is a function of the number of detectors in the array and the

width or "aperture" of the array.

Barber (1954) was probably the first to estimate wave

direction from an array. oummdns (1959), r·iacovsky and Mechlin

(1961), stevens (1965), Gilchrist (1966)[ and Hasselman et al

(1973) performed extensive research on various line arrays.

3



Several of the above studies relied on Barber (1959) for

determining the optimum spacing between detectors.

Mobarek (1965) experimenting with polygonal arrays and Fan

(1968) using computer simulation determined that the ideal

spacing between detectors is approximately a half wavelength.

Chakrabarti (1971), and Chakrabarti and Snider (1973, 1974)

reported the use of polygonal arrays for determining

directional spectra in the laboratory. Polygonal arrays were

also used in the ocean by Munk et al (1963), Bennet et al

(1964), and Bennet (1965). Studies by Panicker (1971) and

Panicker and Borgman (1970, 1971, 1974) led to a unique design

of a five detector polygonal array which provides an optimum

tradeoff between directional capability and number of

detectors.

1.2.2 Wave Buoys

Wave buoys are characterized as systems which measure several

quantities at a single spatial point. Wave elevation and two

orthogonal components of wave surface slopes have been

measured by several investigators. Longuet-Higgins et al

(1963) used a buoy which recorded vertical accelerations and

two angles of pitching and rolling. Cartwright and Smith

(1964), Ewing (1969), Mitsuyasu et al (1974), and Mitsuyasu

and Mizuno (1976) improved directional resolution by using a

4
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cloverleaf buoy which measured, in addition to

acceleration and slopes, three components of

curvature.

vertical

surface

Since the Longuet-Higgins et al (1963) pitch-roll buoy,

similar buoys have been developed, tested, and improved by

several organizations such as the National Data Buoy Center

(NDBC) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA), for example, by Burdette et al (1978) and Lau et al

(1982) • More recently, Steele (1984) described a

microprocessor controlled NDBC buoy 33 feet in diameter,

deployed and tested off Southern California. A thorough

description of the NDBC buoy and its performance is provided

in Steele et al (1985).

Also more recently, SU (1984) presented results of a surface

buoy acoustic ranging system which measures the three

dimensional displacements ( i •e. , xyz) of a surface buoy

acting as a water particle. Three pressure compensated sound

projectors, each transmitting a different continuous wave (CW)

signal (e.g. 400, 500, and 600 Hertz) for identification, were

deployed at the ocean bottom at a depth of approximately 40

feet h. a triangular array (Benevides (1983a». The surface

buoy carried a hydrophone which received each of the signals

from the sound projectors. A microprocessor in the surface

buoy detected the signals, compared the phase differences of

5
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the signals with an on board reference, then stored the phase

difference data in memory (Benevides (1983b». Later at the

laboratory, the data from the buoy were reduced, analyzed, and

the directional spectra were calculated using the method by

Longuet-Higgins et al (1963).

The WAVESCAN buoy, SEATEX (1987) is a more recent example of

the heave, pitch, roll type bUoy. The buoy system includes

a standard HIPPY 40 or 120 heave, pitch, and roll wave sensor,

and also measures wind speed, wind direction, barometric

pressure, air and sea temperatures, and surface current.

Directional information are provided by a standard flux gate

solid state compass.

1.2.3 Miscellaneous Znstruments

Instead of surface slopes, Nagata (1964) and Forristall et al

(1978) measured two components of orbital velocities from

electromagnetic current meters along with pressure

fluctuations to estimate directional spectra. Similarly,

Bowden and White (1966) used an electromagnetic flowmeter to

measure all three components of orbital velocity. Simpson

(1969) improved directional resolution by using a pressure

recorder and three current meters located at the corners of

a right triangle which provided cross spectra pairs among

pressure, two components of orbital velocities, and three

6



components of velocity gradients. Suzuki (1969) measured two

components of wave force acting on a bottom mounted sphere and

wave elevation for estimating directional spectra. Sand

(1979) used electromagnetic current meters and an inverted

echo sounder to measure two components of horizontal velocity

and wave elevation, respectively. The instruments were

mounted on rigid staffs at a depth of 12 feet with a bottom

depth of approximately 43 feet.

The SEADATA 635-9, MINISPEC (1989) is a more recent example

of the current meter and pressure gauge combination type of

system. It contains a two axis Marsh-McBirney water velocity

sensor developed by Marsh-McBirney of Gathersburg, Maryland.

The sensor utilizes the Faraday principle in which water

moving through a magnetic field generates voltage directly

proportional to the water velocity.

1.2.4 Comparisons of Wave Sensors

Various nearshore directional wave sensors were compared by

Grosskopf et al (1983) during the Atlantic Remote Sensing Land

Ocean Experiment (ARSLOE). Sensors included a triaxial

current meter, two types of biaxial current meter and pressure

gauge combinations, an X-band surface imaging radar, and a

four pressure gauge array. In general, these sensors provided

comparable wave direction data.

7



A more recent comparison of directional wave sensors, as well

as elevation sensors, was performed by Allender et al (1989)

during the Wave Direction Measurement Cal ibration Proj ect

(WADle) • Sensors included seven wave buoys, a microwave

radar, two biaxial current meter and pressure gauge

combinations, a wavestaff, and finally, a laser pentagon

array. As with the earlier study by Grosskopf et al (1983),

most sensors provided good quality data overall.

1.3 Stochastic Analysis

with the exception of Sand (1979), most of the investigators

above utilized some form of stochastic analysis and method to

obtain estimates of wave energy density as a function of

frequency and direction. As noted by Sand (1979), stochastic

methods inherently do not provide wave phase information. As

a result, for example, wave forces and moments on ocean

structures must be analyzed using worst case, unimodal, wave

input as excitation to the problem or model.

According to Torsett et al (1982), the most commonly applied

stochastic design method for all kinds of offshore structures

is the design wave approach. For this approach, a single wave

with a given period and direction having an extreme wave

height is assumed to represent the worst case loading

conditions on the structure being analyzed. A probalistic 100

8
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year value is usually computed and applied as the extreme wave

height. The design wave approach cannot account for the

actual dynamic situation of several forces and moments

simultaneously acting on a structure by waves with different

energy, phases, and directions. As a result, the design wave

approach could either over predict or under predict the forces

on a structure; the former resulting in unnecessary costs and

the later potentially causing structural failure.

1.4 Deterministic Analysis

Cooper and McGillem (1967) describe a process for which the

future values of a sample function can be exactly predicted

from a knowledge of all past values. Such a process is said

to be deterministic. Although the statistical nature of ocean

waves cannot be avoided, for this study a description by Sand

(1979) is used: a deterministic method is distinguished from

a stochastic method in that the former provides phase as well

as amplitude, frequency, and direction information.

Sand (1979) departed from tradition by using a deterministic

approach for describing wave directionality. In this

approach, composite wave information are separated into a

series of individual wavelets and of wavelet

amplitude and phase are computed as a function of frequency

and direction. The ability to separate composite wave

9
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information into individual wavelets has the following

advantages:

The resultant series ·of wavelets provides a realistic,
.

multimodal, wave input excitation for force and moment

analyses of ocean structures. This is possible because the

amplitude, phase, and directional relationship of each wavelet

is preserved and applied to the problem.

The preservation of wavelet amplitude, phase, and direction

allows other areas of the wave field to be extrapolated from

measurements taken at only one location. For example, wave

measurements made at one section of an ocean platform can be

used to extrapolate the wave field at other locations on the

platform.

Knowledge of individual wavelet information allows an actual

wave field to be estimated and reproduced in a laboratory

basin, thus providing a natural three dimensional input wave

excitation for various model studies. For example, using

previously measured wave data, Sand (1979) programmed seven

wavemakers to duplicate the highest energy wavelets, thereby

recreating an estimate of the actual wave field in a

laboratory basin.

10



1.5 Objective

The purpose of this dissertation is to expand the efforts of

SU (1984) by presenting an improved instrumentation system,

including electronics, mechanical, and software design for

estimating measurements of water particle motion by a surface

buoy acoustic ranging system. A one wave per frequency method

for estimating ocean wave amplitude, phase, and direction is

also presented. This method is described in section 2.2.

1.6 Improvements Over Previous studies

Water particle motion is measured using an underwater,

acoustic, surface buoy, range triangulation technique similar

to Su (1984) with the following improvements:

The placement of the projector and hydrophones are reversed

(i.e., a projector on the surface and three hydrophones on

the bottom). As with Su (1984), a pressure sensitive sound

projector (i.e. underwater pool speaker transmitting a 200

Hertz signal) is employed; however, due to the reversed

arrangement, pressure compensation of the projector is not

required. Also, only one projector (versus three) is

re~~ired. The reversed arrangement is also more in line with

current hardware limitations. Hydrophones designed for

shallow or deep water service are available off the shelf and

11



can operate satisfactorily with relatively low power.

Conversely, low frequency (e.g., < 300 Hertz) sound

projectors are not readily available. And if available, they

are usually inefficient and require a relatively large amount

of power for proper operation. Providing the power from

either the surface or underwater \.0 a sound proj ector,

especially for deep water, can result in costly engineering,

manufacturing, and material requirements.

Several design enhancements are made to the instrument

electronics:

Power output of the sound projector is increased by four to

improve both maximum signal range and signal to noise ratio.

A sample of the signal transmitted by the projector buoy is

recorded and used as a reference for accurate measurement of

phase differences. This precludes having to account for

trends in the data as a result of using a free running

reference signal which is not synchronized with the signal

transmitted through the water. A commercial single board

computer, specifically designed for data logging applications,

is employed to measure the phase differences and store the

results in memory. rtS compared with machine level software

used by su (1984), software development time is reduced

considerably due to an on board, high level, Beginner's All

purpose Symbolic Instruction Code (BASIC) language interpreter

12
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which facilitates real time program debugging and changes.

Also, additional memory increases the maximum continuous

measuring period from 1 hour to approximately 15 hours at a

data recording rate of 1 sample per second.

The unambiguous slant range of the instrument is increased

from approximately 10 feet to 25 feet by using a 200 Hertz

transmitting signal versus 400, 500, or 600 Hertz. This

improves the detection and sUbsequent correction for data

passing through either the lower or upper boundary (i.e., 0

or 25 feet in this case) of the unambiguous 25 feet slant

range zone.

Mechanical improvements include a horizontal, elastic, mooring

system for the proj ector buoy versus a vertical, polypropylene

(i.e., stiffer) mooring used by Su (1984). As compared with

vertical mooring, horizontal mooring reduces undesired

contamination in the vertical motion of the projector buoy,

thus helping to preserve integrity in the measurement of wave

elevation. Another feature, rubberized "horse hair," a common

packing material, is used to shroud the wetted surface of the

proj ector buoy for damping and to better couple the buoy

motion to actual water particle motion.

In order to judge the integrity of the instrumentation system;

independent measurements are made of wave elevation and wave

13
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direction using a bottom mounted pressure gauge and obtaining

aerial photographs of the site during the field experiment,

respectively. In addition, the instrumentation system is

calibrated on station, thus providing timely calibration

parameters along with a redundant method for estimating speed

of sound in water at the field experiment site.

Several improvements are also applied to methods of analysis:

For example, transit time and Doppler effects in the signal

are estimated and, if necessary, are accounted for in the

data. Also, a straight forward, one wave per frequency

method is used to estimate wave amplitude, phase, and

direction and the results are compared with the stochastic

method by Longuet-Higgins et al (1963).

Sand (1979) used an echo sounder to measure wave elevation and

current meters to measure two mutually perpendicular

horizontal components of water velocity at a depth of

approximately 13 feet. Since wave elevation is a surface

parameter and the horizontal velocities are measured at depth,

these parameters are "loosely coupled" to each other. In

contrast, the method of measuring total water particle motion

by triangulating slant range measurements provides better

"coupling" and eliminates no solution situations in the

resultant system of equations.

14



Finally, the relatively closed equipment configuration used

by Su (1984) prevents real time monitoring of instrumentation

system performance. There is no way of determining if the

system is operating and functioning properly until off line

data processing and analysis is performed hours or days later.

The instrumentation system presented has a more open equipment

configuration. While final data integrity still needs to be

checked off line, the signals received by the hydrophones and

projector buoy are easily monitored and assessed in real time

to determine if the measurements are reasonable.

15
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2.0 DIRECTIONAL SPECTRA ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

A method for estimating wave amplitude, phase, and direction

along with the method by Grosskopf et al (1983) are presented

in this section.

2.1 Water Particle Motion

Le Mehaute (1969) describes a water particle as an elementary

mass or particle of fluid with no well defined existence. The

particle is usually assumed to be infinitely small such that

all parts of the element have the same velocity of translation

and the same density. Furthermore, the water particle is

assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic, and continuous in the

macroscopic sense, hence, no account is taken for its

molecular motions.

2.2 One Wave Per Frequency Method

Assuming an xyz Cartesian coordinate system centered at the

mean water level, the water particle displacement due to a

single, monochromatic, monodirectional wavelet is given by:

16
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x(t) = a/tanh(kh) sin(2wft + t) cos(9)

yet) = a/tanh(kh) sin(2wft + t) sin(9)

(2.1)

(2.2)

z(t) = a cos(2wft + t) (2.3)

where, a = wave amplitude (feet)

k = wave number (radians/foot)

h = water depth (feet)

f = wave frequency (Hertz)

t = time (seconds)

t = wave phase (radians)

9 = wave direction (radians)

Note that for deep water, kh > 1r, tanh (kh) ~ 1, and the

resultant water particle trajectory is a circle. For shallow

water, kh < 7r/10, tanh(kh) ~ kh, and the resultant water

particle trajectory is an ellipse. For intermediate water,

the water particle trajectory is also an ellipse.

Using the relationships for sum and difference of two angles

for sinusoidal functions, and for a given frequency f and

corresponding k, equations (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) convert to:
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x(t) = a/tanh(kh) [(cose sin~) cos (2ffft)

+ (cose cos~) sin(2ffft)]

yet) = a/tanh(kh) [(sine sin~) cos (2ffft)

+ (sine cos~) sin(2ffft)]

z(t) = a [(cos~) cos (2ffft) + (sin~) sin(2~ft)]

Equations (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6) simplify to:

x(t) = ax cos(2~ft) + b x sin(2ffft)

yet) = a y cos(2~ft) + by sin(2ffft)

z (t) = a z cos (2~ft) + b z sin (2~ft)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

where, (ax' bx)' (ay, by)' and (az , bz) are estimated by

obtaining the mean Fourier coefficients of x(t), yet), and

z(t), respectively, for each frequency component.

Equating the Fourier coefficients in equations (2.7), (2.8),

and (2.9) with the corresponding relationships in equations

(2.4), (2.5), and (2.6) yields:
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ax = [a/tanh(kh)] (cose s Lne)

bx = [a/tanh(kh)] (cose cos~)

ay = [a/tanh(kh)] (sine sin~)

by = [a/tanh(kh)] (sine cos~)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

a =z a cost (2.14)

b = - a sintz

2.2.1 Amplitude

(2.15)

Wave amplitude as a function of frequency A(f) is estimated

by:

A(f) = magnitude Z(f)

= (Szz) 1/2 (2.16 )

where, Z(f) = mean Fourier transform of z(t) (feet)

Szz = mean energy spectra of z (t) (feet2
)

(az, bz) = mean Fourier coefficients of z(t)

mean = averaged over segments

19
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2.2.2 Phase

Wave phase as a function of frequency P(f) is estimated by:

P(f) = phase Z(f) = arctan (bz/az) (2.17)

Note that from equations (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3), at a given

frequency, the phase difference between either x(t) or yet)

and z(t) should be ± w/2. Also, the phase difference between

x(t) and yet) should be either 0 or w.

2.2.3 Direction

The wave direction as a function of frequency D(f), ambiguous

to one quadrant, is estimated by:

D(f) = arctan ([magnitude Y(f)/magnitude X(f)J)

= arctan [(Syy/Sxx) 112J (2. 18)

where, X(f), Y(f) = mean Fourier transform of x' (t) and

y'(t), respectively (feet)

Su' Sw = mean energy spectra of x'(t) and y' (t),

respectively (feet2
)

20
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(ax' bx)' (ay, by) = mean Fourier coefficients of

x'(t} and y'(t}, respectively

x'(t}, y'(t} = x(t} and yet} mUltiplied by a window

function, respectively

Ambiguity in direction is resolved by mUltiplying the

numerator ar.d denominator in the arctan argument of equation

(2.18) with the normalized coefficients ny and nx'

respectively:

nx = [phase X(f) phase Z(f) / Iphase X(f) - phase Z(f) I ]

= [phase Sxz / Iphase Sxz I ] (2.19)

ny = [phase Y(f) - phase Z(f) /Iphase Y(f) - phase Z(f} I]

= [phase Syz / Iphase SYZ I] (2.20)

where, Su' S~ = mean cross spectra of x'(t) and z' (t),

y' (t) and z' (t), respectively

2.3 Directional Spectra

The directional spectra is obtained directly from the results

of the one wave per frequency method. Specifically, wave

energy spectral density is computed by squaring the amplitude

and dividing by the frequency step used.

21
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indicated, the directional spectra is usually described as a

three dimensional plot of wave energy density as a function

of frequency and direction. The total volume of the plot

gives the mean square wave amplitude or energy, as desired.

This representation is convenient when wave energy density can

be estimated in discrete steps throughout the ranges of

frequency and direction. However, for the one wave per

frequency method, only one wave direction is resolved per

frequency component. As a result, the usual three dimensional

plot of directional spectra is not suitable for this case.

Instead, various two dimensional plots which present wave

energy density as a function of frequency and direction are

utilized.

For comparison purposes, the directional spectra S(f,S) is

also computed using the method initially described by Longuet

Higgens et al (1963) and later adapted by Grosskopf et al

(1983) for particle velocities:

S(f,S) = S(f)D(f,e)

J
2 71'
o D(f,S)df = 1

22
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/3, = arctan (b,/a,)

/32 = (1/2) arctan (b2/a2 )

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)

(2.30)

(2.31)

where, S(f) = one dimensional spectrum (feet2-second)

D(f,8) = directional spreading function

(dimensionless)

u, v, w = water particle velocities corresponding

to X, y, Z directions, respectively (feet/second)

S = mean auto spectra or cross spectra of the

respective combination of u, v, or w

(feet/second) 2
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The particle velocities u, v, and z are estimated by

performing numerical differentiation on the respective x, y,

and z time series data measured by the instrumentation system.

The one diml''msional spectrum S (f) is estimated from an

independent measurement of wave elevation f1 (t) by a bottom

mounted pressure gauge. Since equations (2.24) through (2.27)

are normalized, identical results are obtained if x, y, and

z are substituted for u, v, and w, respectively.

24
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3.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Overall system design was strongly influenced by financial

constraints. Although a fully optimized system is desireable,

the primary goal was to establish "proof of concept", hence,

some capability such as depth, range, endurance, remote

control, etc. were traded off for lower costs. Unless

otherwise noted, electronics and mechanical components of the

instrumentation system were designed and constructed by the

author utilizing the facilities of J. K. K. Look Laboratory,

University of Hawaii.

3.1 Equipment Layout

Major components of the instrumentation system are illustrated

in Figure 3.1. A surface projector buoy emits an unmodulated,

CW acoustic signal with a frequency of 200 Hertz. Three

hydrophones are fixed and situated geometrically in a triangle

on the ocean bottom at a depth not exceeding maximum diver's

depth (e.g., < 100 feet). Each hydrophone receives the 200

Hertz CW signal delayed due to the finite speed of sound in

water. The delayed signal is routed by cable to a nearby boat

via a surface buoy. For simplicity, Figure 3.1 does not show

the cable between each hydrophone surface buoy and the boat.

25
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FIGURE 3.1 Instrumentation system - Equipment Arrangement
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In addition to the acoustic signal, the projector buoy also

transmits the 200 Hertz reference signal via radio to the

boat. A radio link is desireable to allow the projector buoy

to move more freely in response to the waves.

The projector buoy is deployed within a few yards of the

hydrophone array and is laterally tethered either to one of

the hydrophone surface buoys or to a separate taut moored

surface buoy system. A light elastic tether arrangement is

used in order to minimize undesirable effects of the

restraint. Without the tether, the projector buoy would drift

outside of the useful range of the hydrophone array within

minutes due to tidal and wind generated surface currents.

The nearby boat receives the radio transmission from the

projector bUoy. The signal is detected, filtered, and the

phase difference between the reference signal from the

projector bUoy and the signal from the respective hydrophone

is measured and stored in a data logger for later off line

processing and analysis. The phase difference data are

proportional to the slant range between the hydrophone and

the projector buoy. The period of the 200 Hertz signal is

1/200 Hertz or 0.005 seconds. Assuming the speed of sound in

seawater is 5000 feet/second, the maximum unambiguous slant

range that can be measured by the instrumentation system is

(5,000 feet/second) (0.005 second) = 25 feet. After suitable
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data reduction, the slant range data are translated to xyz

coordinates which is related to water particle motion as

represented by the motion of the projector buoy.

A pressure gauge, Sea Data model 635-11, Sea Data (1983), is

deployed on the ocean bottom at one of the hydrophone

locations in order to provide an independent measurement of

ocean wave amplitude for purposes of comparir-on and reference.

Also, aerial photographs are taken at the site during the

field experiment in order to obtain an independent measurement

of ocean wave direction, again for purposes of comparison and

reference.

3.2 projector Buoy

Figure 3.2 is a block diagram of the projector buoy

electronics. A mechanical drawing and a circuit schematic

are provided in Appendixes A and B, respectively. The output

of a highly stable, 2.0 MegaHertz, crystal oscillator is

counted down to 200 Hertz using a divide by 10,000 digital

counter. The 200 Hertz square wave is filtered by two high

Q, active, second order, lowpass filters. The action of these

filters causes the square wave to be changed to a 200 Hertz

sine wave with minimal distortion. The sine wave is then

amplified by ~n off the shelf 40 watt amplifier which drives

an 8 ohm speaker. The speaker is a commercial underwater

28
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speaker similar to the type used by many ocean centers for

training dolphins. The speaker is considered omnidirectional

and a point source at the transmitted frequency of 200 Hertz.

The output of the lowpass filters is also routed to an

economical commercial radio transmitter which frequency

modulates (FM) the 200 Hertz reference signal onto a radio

frequency (RF) carrier in the very high frequency (VHF) range.

The electronics is powered by a 12 volt direct current (VDC)

battery with a capacity of 30 ampere-hours. This provides

the projector buoy with approximately 4 to 6 hours of

continuous operation.

The electronics are encased in a watertight container which

is shrouded on the top and bottom by a parts of a commercial

polyethylene hard hat. A suitable counter weight is attached

to the bottom of the buoy for stability which prevents the

buoy from tipping over in appreciable seas. Rubberized

"horsehair", a popular packing material, is also used to cover

the wetted surface of the buoy for damping and to better

couple the bUoy motion to actual water particle motion. The

buoy is approximately 17 inches wide, 17 inches deep, 60

inches high, and weighs approximately 87 pounds in air.
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3.3 Hydrophone and Associated Electronics

Figure 3.3 is a block diagram of the hydrophone and associated

electronics. Mechanical drawings of the hydrophone, surface

buoy, and a circuit schematic of the hydrophone and

electronic~ are provided in Appendixes A and B, respectively.

All three sets of hydrophones and surface buoys are identical,

hence, only one is described and shown in Figure 3.3. The

hydrophones are cannibalized from surplused military

sonobuoys, model AN/SSQ-57A. A preamplifier is used primarily

to match the high output impedance of the hydrophone with the

low input impedance of the electronics in the hydrophone

surface buoy , The voltage gain of the preamplifier is 2. The

preamplifier assembly is made water proof by potting it in an

epoxy based resin.

The main purpose of the surface buoy is to support the

instrument cable attached to the hydrophone. It also houses

the battery and hydrophone electronics. The hydrophone

electronics consists of a fourth order low pass filter (cutoff

frequency = 400 Hertz) connected to an amplifier with a

voltage gain adjustable from 1 to 50. The output of the

amplifier is routed from the hydrophone surface buoy to the

shipboard equipment via type RG-58 cable. Each surface bUoy

is constructed from 3 inch polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe or
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suitable material. As with the proj ector buoy , a

counterweight is attached to the bottom of the surface buoy

for stability. Two inflatable tire tubes (4.10/3.50-6) are

used for heave attenuation and to support the hydrophone

cable. The hydrophone and electronics are powered by a 12

VDC, 2 ampere-hour sealed battery which provides up to several

days of continuous operation.

3.4 Shipboard Equipment

Figure 3.4 is a block diagram showing signal routing and the

various equipment on the boat. An economical commercial radio

receiver picks up the reference signal transmitted by the

projector buoy. The output from the radio receiver, as well

as the signal from each hydrophone, are routed to an

instrumentation tape recorder which records the raw signals

for later analysis.

The output from the radio receiver and the signal from each

hydrophone goes to a bandpass filter with a center frequency

of 200 hertz. The bandpass filter attenuates most of the

unwanted acoustic signals and passes the desired 200 Hertz

signal from the hydrophone. The output from each of the

filters is connected to a data logger which digitizes and

records the filtered signals for later processing and

analysis. The radio receiver, filters, and data logger are
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housed in commercial plastic boxes for protection against the

highly corrosive salt environment on board the boat.

3.5 Instrumentation Tape Recorder

Referring to Figure 3.4, a multichannel tape recorder, Hewlett

Packard model 3968A (Hewlett Packard (1985», records the four

raw analog signals-from the radio receiver and hydrophones.

This instrument serves as a redundant memory device in the

event the data logger, described in the next section, fails

during the field experiment. The HP model 3968A is an 8

channel analog instrumentation tape recorder. The four output

signals from the bandpass filters are connected to the

alternate recorder channels 1, 3, 5, and 7 in order to reduce

crosst31k between channels. At a speed of 3 3/4 inches per

second, the instrument 3 dB passband is from 100 Hertz to

16,000 Hertz and the total recording time, using a 2300 feet

magnetic tape, is approximately 4 hours.

3.6 Data Logger

Figure 3.4 shows how the data logger is interconnected with

the rest of the system. Figure 3.5 is a more detailed block

diagram of the data logger circuitry. A circuit schematic is

provided in Appendix B. The signal output from the bandpass

filter for the reference (i.e., projector buoy) channel is
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connected to a phase lock loop (PLL) circuit. The PLL

maintains accurate synchronization with the reference signal.

The PLL also provides an inherent function of converting the

input analog 200 Hertz signal into an output digital square

wave to facilitate further digital processing of the signal.

A more conventional method would be to use a zero crossing

detector circuit in which the output phase error is

proportional to the input signal amplitude. In the PLL

circuit, amplitude changes do not cause appreciable output

phase error. The digital output of the PLL with constant

phase is routed to a divide by 200 counter to obtain the 1

Hertz digital signal (i.e., 1 sample per second) for sampling

the phase difference of the 200 Hertz signals. Center

frequency and bandwidth of the reference PLL is 200 Hertz and

20 Hertz, respectively.

All three of the hydrophone channels are identical, hence,

only one is presented. The signal output from the hydrophone

electronics is connected to a PLL identical to the reference

channel above. The output digital 200 Hertz signal with phase

varying as a function of the acoustic delay is input to a flip

flop circuit. The 1 Hertz signal turns the flip flop on while

the signal from the hydrophone PLL turns the flip flop off.

The output of the flip flop is a digital pUlse in which the

width is proportional to the phase difference between the

37
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reference 200 Hertz signal and the resultant delayed 200 Hertz

signal from the hydrophone.

The output from a 1 MegaHertz crystal oscillator circuit is
.

connected to a divide by 10 counter to obtain a 100 KiloHertz

digital signal. The 100 KiloHertz signal establishes the

resolution of the instrumentation system. Assuming the speed

of sound in seawater is 5,000 feet/second, the resolution is

(5,000 feet/second) (1/100, 000 KiloHertz) (12 inches/foot) = 0.6

inch. The 100 KiloHertz signal is logically "ANDed" with the

pulse output from the flip flop to form a gate of pulses for

converting the pulse width information into a proportional

binary count suitable for later computer processing and

analysis.

The gated pUlses from the output of the AND circuit is used

to clock a 9 bit counter. The value left in the counter after

clocking is complete is proportional to the phase difference

measurement. During the last half of each sampling period,

the data in the counter are parallel shifted into the

associated shift register, then the data from each channel are

serially shifted into memory by the microprocessor.

The microprocessor is an off the shelf item manufactured by

Onset Computers, Model II (Onset (1989». Microprocessor

memory includes 16 KiloBytes for programs, 12 KiloBytes for
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variables, and 224 KiloBytes for data storage. It features

a BASIC interpreter, 14 programmable input/output (I/O) lines,

8 analog-to-digital converters (not used), a Universal

Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) , and many other data

logging functions. After converting the phase difference data

and storing it into microprocessor memory, the data logger is

brought back to the laboratory and the data are downloaded to

a PC for further processing and analysis. At a sample rate

of 1 sample/second and assuming 4 bytes per sample, the 224

KiloBytes available for data storage provide up to

approximately 15 hours of continuous recording.

The data logger electronics are housed in a commercial plastic

tool box for protection against the highly corrosive salt

environment on board the boat. The electronics are powered

by two 6 VDC, 8 ampere-hour sealed batteries connected in

series which provide up to 100 hours of continuous data logger

operation.

3.7 Pressure Gauge

A pressure gauge, Sea Data model 635-11 (Sea Data (1983», is

used as an independent measurement of wave amplitude. The

pressure gauge records wave; tide, and temperature at a

preselected sample rate, burst rate, burst interval, tide

interval, etc. Depending on the selected settj.ngs r the
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pressure gauge can operate for several months using the on

board battery. Instrument resolution is approximately 0.004

feet for waves and tide and 0.003 degrees Celsius for

temperature. Similarly, instrument accuracy is approximately

0.05 feet for waves and tide and 0.07 degrees Celsius for

temperature. After field recording is complete, the pressure

gauge is returned to the laboratory and the data are

downloaded to a PC for further processing and analysis.

3.8 Salinometer

A portable salinometer, Beckman model RS5-3 (Beckman (1976)),

is used to measure the conductivity, temperature, and salinity

of the seawater at various depths from the surface to the

ocean bottom at the field experiment site. Later these data

are used to empirically estimate the speed of sound in

seawater which, in turn, is used to convert the phase

measurement data into slant range in units of feet.

Sal inometer resolutions are 0.01 mill imhos and 0.01 degree

Celsius for conductivity and temperature, respectively.

Similarly, salinometer accuracies are 0.5 millimhos, 0.05

degree Celsius, and 0.3 parts per thousand for conductivity,

temperature, and salinity, respectively.
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4.0 PROJECTOR BUOY DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES

This section presents information on the various procedures

required to perform reduction, correction, and conversion of

the data acquired and recorded by the instrumentation system.

4.1 Reducing Data from the Data Logger

In order to make optimum use of the data logger memory, data

are stored using a binary format. As an alternative, storing

the data in American standard Code for Information Interchange

(ASCII) format, for example, would have required approximately

five times the amount of memory as compared with binary

format. The data logger memory matrix is one byte wide. A

byte consists of eight binary bits. Each sample requires four

bytes at one sample per second.

The first byte contains the ninth bit or most significant bit

(MSB) from each of the hydrophone channels. It also contains

housekeeping bits which indicate if the lower eight bits from

each of the hydrophone channels is an end of file (EOF)

character (i.e., hex 1A). If so, the data are temporarily

set to zero to prevent a PC from mistaking true data (with an

EOF value) from an actual EOF. The second, third, and fourth

bytes are the eight lower significant bits (LSB) from
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hydrophone channels 1, 2, and 3, respectively. A listing of

the data logger program (LOGPROG) (written in the data logger

version of BASIC) is provided in Appendix D.

The binary data from the data logger is transferred to a PC.

A program written and compiled in BASIC reads the binary data

file created by the data logger, checks for true data with an

EOF value, and if so, reinstates its true value. The program

then creates a new ASCII data file with the phase measurements

from each of the hydrophones as a function of time. A listing

of the above program (PWAVE) is also provided in Appendix D.

4.2 converting Phase Data to Slant Range

The following formula is used to convert the phase measurement

data to slant range:

(4.1)

where, r = slant range (feet)

~ = phase data (dimensionless)

Us = speed of sound in seawater (feet/second)

t r = 1/100,000 Hertz (seconds)

The speed of sound in seawater Us is estimated from the

empirical formula by Wilson (1962):
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Us = 141,000 2+ 421TO - 3. 7TO + 110S + 0.0180 (4.2)

where, Us = speed of sound in seawater

(centimeters/second)

To = temperature (degrees Celsius)

S = salinity (parts/thousand)

D = depth (centimeters)

Measurements of temperature and salinity as a function of

depth are made using a portable salinometer (Beckman (1976».

4.3 Resolving Slant Range Ambiguity

Slant range ambiguity occurs due to the finite period (i.e.,

l/frequency) of the 200 Hertz signal emitted by the projector

buoy. For example, if the speed of sound in seawater is 5,000

feet/second, the maximum unambiguous slant range of the

instrumentation system is (5,000 feet/second) (1/200 Hertz) =

25 feet. In order to maintain data track of which 25 foot

zone the projector buoy is in, and also to obtain an estimate

of the true slant range between a hydrophone and the proj ector

buoy, three types of data corrections are required: zeroset,

initial, and dynamic.

Zeroset is a bias value that must be added to the entire slant

range data record. The zeroset is the sum of all phase delays
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in the instrumentation system. The zeroset value is obtained

by calibrating the instrumentation system. The calibration

procedure consists of fixing each hydrophone at several known

distances from the proj ector buoy. The resultant plot of
.

phase data as a function of distance is a straight line. The

slope of the line is related to the speed of sound in water

and the y-intercept is the zeroset correction.

An initial correction places the slant range data into the

correct 25 foot zone at the start of the data. For example,

at a depth of 40 feet and a triangular hydrophone array with

sides of 50 feet, the typical slant range value between a

hydrophone and the projector buoy is approximately 52 feet,

assuming the projector bUoy is near the center of the array

at the water surface. Under the above conditions, an initial

correction of 50 feet would be added to the data initially.

If the initial slant range was 43 feet, then the initial

correction would be 25 feet. Manually positioning the

projector buoy directly over each hydrophone for a few minutes

at the start of the experiment provides suitable reference

data for estimating the initial correction value.

A dynamic correction to the slant range data is also required

in order to eliminate the sawtooth effect as the data pass

through either the lower or upper boundary of the current 25

feet zone. For example, as the data decreases below the lower
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boundary, 25 feet is subtracted from the data thereafter.

conversely, as the data increases above the upper boundary,

25 feet is added to the data thereafter. Unfortunately, noise

in the data sometimes obscures the actual data trend, hence,

the decision whether to correct a data point for the above

sawtooth effect may not be clear. For this study, a dynamic

correction was applied to a data point if the following

condition was true:

Ir i - rio' I > 12.5 feet (4.3)

where, r i is the ith slant range measurement

Note that the sign of the argument inside the absolute value

brackets of (4.3) is also the sign of the correction.

4.4 correcting Slant Range for Transit Time

Transit time is defined as the difference between the time an

event occurs and the time the event is actually measured.

Transit time should be accounted for when measuring phase

differences or time delays. Transit time errors can be

addressed in either of two ways: corrections to time or

corrections to range. Corrections to time is simple and

direct; the measured range is divided by the speed of sound

in seawater and the result subtracted from the sample time.
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However, most time series analyses are based on equally spaced

time samples. Since corrections to time would give unequally

spaced time samples, corrections are applied to range instead.

The following formula provides an estimate of the range

correction due to transit time which is added to the slant

range data:

(4.4)

where, r t = slant range correction due to transit time

(feet)

r = slant range (feet)

Us = speed of sound in seawater (feet/second)

dr/dt = rate of change of slant range (feet/second)

The rate of change of slant range dr/dt is estimated by

smoothing the data with a nth order polynomial fit, then

evaluating the derivative of the polynomial (Le., n-l order)

for the specified time.

4.5 Correcting Slant Range for Doppler Effect

The well known Doppler effect is an apparent change in the

frequency of a signal source when relative motion exists

between the signal source (Le., projector buoy) and the
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receptor (Le., hydrophone). For a stationary hydrophone and

a moving projector buoy, the Doppler shift is expressed as a

ratio between the source frequency emitted by the projector

buoy and the apparent frequency received by the hydrophone,

Hassab (1989):

(4.5)

where, f p = frequency emitted by projector buoy (Hertz)

f h = apparent frequency received by hydrophone

(Hertz)

dr/dt = rate of change of slant range (feet/second)

Us = speed of sound in seawater (feet/second)

The deep water ocean wave forms a circular orbit as the wave

passes through each cycle. For this case, the speed of the

water particle is given by:

v; = 21Ta/T' (4.6)

where, v ; = orbital speed of water particle (feet/second)

a = wave amplitude (feet)

T' = wave period (seconds)

For a sample rate of 1 sample per second, the minimum wave

period T' is 2 seconds. Given a nominal wave amplitude of 1
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foot (L. e. , wave height = 2 feet), v r is equal to 1r

feet/second per foot of wave amplitude. Inserting v r = 1r =

dr/dt into equation (4.5) yields an apparent frequency change

of approximately 'Ir/5 percent per foot of wave amplitude. As

an example, for a wave amplitude of 1 foot, the ratio fplf h is

approximately 1.000628.

The correction to slant range for Doppler shift is given by:

(4.7)

where, r d = slant range correction due to Doppler effect

(feet)

For a wave amplitude of 1 foot and a wave period of 2

seconds, r d is approximately 0.0157 feet or 0.1883 inches.

Since the resolution of the instrumentation system is 0.6

inches, correction for Doppler shift is not required.

4.6 converting Slant Range to xyz Data

The position of the projector buoy which represents the

motion of a water particle is measured in terms of r, (t) ,

r 2 (t), and r 3 (t), the slant range as a function of time from

hydrophones 1, 2, and 3 to the projector buoy, respectively.

It is more convenient and intuitive to perform data analysis
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in the xyz orthogonal coordinate system. Therefore, slant

range is converted to displacements x(t), yet), and z(t) by

solving the following system of simultaneous equations:

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

where, (xn' Yn' zn) = position of hydrophone "ri" with

respect to the xyz coordinate system (feet)

r n = slant range between projector bUoy and

hydrophone "n" (feet)

n = 1, 2, 3

For this study, the xyz coordinate system is centered at the

mean sea level directly above the pressure gauge location to

facilitate ease of data comparisons with buoy motion.

positive x and y directions are magnetic East and North,

respectively. Positive z direction is up.

4.7 Removing Effects of Current and Tide

Once the projector buoy tether is payed out within a few

minutes after deployment, changes in surface current
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direction become evident as relatively slow changes or trends

in the x(t) and yet) data. These trends can be minimized by

using a suitable mooring system on the projector bUoy which

also serves to maintain· the bUoy within an optimum geometric

position and signal range of the hydrophone array,

regardless of current direction. This is especially useful

if the buoy system is left unattended. The effects of

changes in current direction can be estimated by a suitable

nth order polynomial fit and the results subtracted from the

data accordingly.

The effects of tide are manifested in the form of a low

frequency second or third order trend in z(t). Depending on

the record, the tidal component can be extracted from the

data either indirectly by an nth order polynomial fit or

directly by subtracting the tide data collected by the

pressure gauge.

4.8 performing Spectral Analysis

The x(t), y(t), and z (t) data records are divided into

segments (e. g. , 2048 seconds, i. e. points, long). Each

segment is further divided into subsegments. Each sUbsegment

is then multiplied by a Blackman window wet) for the

normalized range [-1, 1] (Blackman and Tukey (1958»:
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wet) = 0.42 + 0.5 cos("t) + 0.08 cos(2~t)

x'(t) = x(t)W(t)

y'(t) = y(t)W(t)

Z'(t) = Z(t)W(t)

(4.11)

(4.12 )

(4.13)

(4.14)

The windowed displacements x'(t), y'(t), and z'(t) are

Fourier transformed and averaged to obtain the mean amplitude

and phase spectra for the selected data segment.

rX(f) = -aJx ' (t)
eO j27ft dt (4.15 )

rY(f) = -aJY' (t)
eO j27ft dt (4.16 )

rZ(f) = _aJz' (t) eO j27ft dt (4.17)

where, X(f), Y(f), Z(f) = mean Fourier transform of x'(t),
, , .

Y (t), and z (t), respectlvely

j = (-1) 1/2

f = frequency (Hertz)

overbar implies mean or averaged spectra
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The mean energy density is given by:

(4. 18)

(4.19 )

(4.20)

where,
, I

Syy' Szz = mean energy density of x (t), Y (t) ,

and z ' (t), respectively (feet2-second)

6f = frequency resolution = 1/n6t (Hertz), where cSt

is the sample period (i.e., 1 sec) and n =

number of sample points

4.9 synchronizing Pressure Gauge and Proiector Buoy Data

As a final step in comparing the wave elevation measured by

the pressure gauge 1]9 (t) and the predicted wave elevation

obtained from projector buoy motion '7b(t) , the cross

covariance function is performed:

= l/(not) (4.21)

where, Cgb(f) = cross covariance function of time lag

(feet2
)

n = number of sample points
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T = record length (seconds)

1 = time lag (seconds)

6t = sample period (seconds)

The resultant time lag related to the maximum value of the

above function is the time difference or offset between the

compared wave elevation data sets. Thus, measurements of

projector buoy motion is time aligned with measurements from

the pressure gauge by adding the appropriate time offset to

the projector bUoy data.

Once the projector bUoy data are time synchronized with the

pressure gauge data, as an option, spectral analysis can be

repeated using a more accurate selection of data segments and

subseqment;s , The second iteration may provide a better

correlation between and pressure gauge and proj ector buoy

wave elevation data.
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5.0 PRESSURE GAUGE DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES

The Sea Data model 635-11 (Sea Data (1983», records time,

wave, tide, temperature, and housekeeping data in random

access memory (RAM). Data format consists of interspersed

wave and tide records. The tide record is independent in

that it contains all the information necessary for processing

the tide data. On the other hand, the wave record consists

only of wave data, hence, time and other housekeeping

information must be derived from the appropriate tide record.

This method of data compression is used in the design of the

instrument in order to maximize available RAM. A detailed

description of each type of record is provided in Appendix c.

5.1 Reducing Wave Data

Each wave record is comprised of 16 pressure samples and each

sample is 16 bits wide. In addition, a mode byte (i.e., 8

bits) preambles the record. The first 2 bits designates it

as a wave record and the last 6 bits is the wave burst count.

A wave burst is the time interval in which the pressure gauge

is collecting data. The wave burst count is the record number

of the burst; hence, the count value is reset to zero at the

beginning of each burst.
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The following sample interval information is decoded from a

3 bit word in the associated tide record: 0.5, 1.0, 2.0,

4.0, 8.0, or 16.0 samples per second.

The sample interval, along with the burst interval and wave

samples per burst described below, are switch selectable on

the instrument control panel.

Burst Interval (time between bursts): 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,

3.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 12.0, or 16.0 hours

Wave Samples Per Burst:

continuous samples per burst

64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, or

The above information, together with a 20 bit time word from

the tide record, are used to obtain the time for each wave

pressure sample.

The full pressure range of the instrument is represented by

20 bits of data; however, in order to save RAM. space, only one

pressure sample in the tide record is 20 bits wide. All other

pressure samples are 16 bits wide. The upper 4 bits of the

20 bit pressure sample from the appropriate tide record are

added to the 16 bit pressure samples from the wave record.

The combined 20 bit wave pressure sample is divided by 16 to

obtain the pressure sensor oscillating frequency:
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(upper 4 bits tide + 16 bits wave)/16 (5.1)

where, Fw = pressure sensor oscillator frequency (Hertz)

The following equation, Sea Data (1983), is used to convert

the pressure sensor oscillator frequency to units of pressure:

(5.2)

where, p = pressure (pounds/inch2 absolute (PSIA»

A = calibration constant = 858.9501 PSIA for

instrument used

B = calibration constant = 449.4599 PSIA for

instrument used

f O = calibration constant = 26.99638 micro seconds

for instrument used

Fw = pressure sensor oscillator frequency (Hertz)

The pressure data are converted to units of feet by the

formula:

w = p/ag ( 5 . 3 )

where, W = wave + tide + mean water level (feet)

p = pressure due to wave + tide + mean water level

(pounds/foot2 absolute (PSFA»
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a = seawater density (slugs/feet3
)

g = acceleration due to gravity (feet/second2)

The above data reduction is accomplished by transferring the

data from the pressure gauge to a PC using a terminal

emulation program, then a program written and compiled in

BASIC is used to perform the actual reduction. A listing of

the later program (PWAVE) is provided in Appendix D.

Finally, the wave elevation is obtained by removing the mean

from the segment of data processed, thus removing the mean

water level bias from the data. The tide contribution is also

removed either by subtracting the associated tide data or by

SUbtracting the results of a second or third order polynomial

fit of the wave data.

5.2 Editing Wave Data

The pressure gauge instrumentation is subject to noise from

a variety of sources. Much of the noise orginate from the

internal electronics of the instrument and is usually in the

form of wild points in the data which are outside of the ± 3

standard deviation interval. Noise can also occur due to

faulty memory chips in the instrument. Depending on which bit

in memory is affected, the resultant noise would be identified

as wild points.
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If the noise can be reasonably identified, it is corrected by

a simple linear interpolation using the good points before and

after the wild data point being corrected. An automatic

editing scheme utilizing the ± 3 standard deviation criterion

is used as a first editing pass. The final pass uses

sUbjective jUdgement in selecting which remaining noisy data

points should be edited and corrected (otinee and Enochson

(1978».

5.3 correcting Wave Data For Pressure Effects

A bottom mounted pressure gauge measures the steady

hydrostatic pressure due to the water depth plus the varying

dynamic pressure associated with the surface waves. If the

dynamic 1Jressure is isolated by subtracting out the mean

hydrostatic pressure, then the wave elevation is determined

by Dean and Dalrymple (1984):

(5.4)

where, ~ = wave elevation (feet)

Pd = dynamic pressure (PSF)

Q = density of seawater (slugs/foot3
)

g = acceleration due to gravity (feet/second2
)

Kp = pressure response factor (dimensionless)
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The pressure response factor Kp is a function of the wave

number via the wave frequency:

~ = l/cosh (kh) (5.5)

where, k = wave number (radians/foot)

h = water depth (feet)

Therefore, the dispersion relationship must be used to convert

wave frequency to wave number:

(2~f)2 = (gk) tanh(kh) (5.6)

where, f = wave frequency (Hertz)

g = acceleration due to gravity (feet/second2)

Since the pressure response factor is a function of frequency,

physically, the finite water depth acts as a low pass filter

to the pressure gauge; therefore, depending on instrument

sensitivity, waves greater than a certain frequency may not

even be recorded. However, some higher frequency wave

information is recovered by using the following procedure:

a. Multiply the pressure data by a suitable window (e. g. ,

Blackman) in the time domain. This helps to reduce leakage

in the frequency domain.
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b. Calculate the Fourier transform of the windowed

pressure data.

c. Calculate the pressure response function (5.5) as a

function of frequency using the dispersion relationship (5.6).

The hyperbolic cosine function normally starts at unity and

increases without bound. However, if this is allowed, high

frequency noise as well as data are greatly amplified by the

increasing function. To prevent this, the function is capped

at a value which corresponds to the highest wave frequency of

interest.

d. MUltiply the Fourier transformed pressure data by the

pressure response factor calculated in c. above.

e. Calculate the inverse Fourier transform of the

pressure data corrected for pressure reponse in d. above.

f. Multiply the resultant pressure data in the time

domain by the inverse of the window used in a. above. Note,

the effects of dividing by zero in the window need to be

suitably manipulated. Finally, the processed pressure data

are converted to wave elevation by dividing by ag as given

in equation (5.4).
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5.4 Performing Wave Energy Spectral Analysis

In addition to the spectral analysis performed on the pressure

gauge data to account for pressure effects, the energy density

is also estimated according to the following procedure:

As with the wave data from the projector buoy, the wave record

from the pressure gauge is divided into segments (e.g., 2048

seconds, i.e. points, long). Each segment is further divided

into subsegments and each subsegment is mUltiplied by a

Blackman window (4.14). The windowed subsegments are Fourier

transformed and averaged to obtain the mean amplitude spectra

ry(f) . Finally, the energy density is calculated by:

(5.7)

where, S~(f) = mean energy density of wave elevation ry(t)

(feet2
- second)

ry(f) = mean Fourier transform of ry(t) (feet)

6f = frequency resolution = 1/n6t (Hertz), where

6t is the sample period (i.e., 1 second) and

n = number of sample points
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5.5 Reducing Tide and Temperature Data

Each tide record is normally comprised of alternating 16

pressure and temperature samples. Each of these samples is

16 bits wide. In addition, a mode byte (Le., 8 bits)

preambles the record. The first 2 bits designate it as a tide

record and the last 6 bits represent various flags which are

described in Appendix C. Next, a 20 bit time word provides

time data for the associated wave record as well as the tide

record. A 3 bit word decodes the sample interval selection

described in Section 5.1. Finally, in addition to a 16 bit

pressure word number 1, a similar word for pressure number 1

20 bits wide is provided to facilitate correction for pressure

range ambiguity. As previously described in Section 5.1, this

is provided by the instrument designers in order to reduce

memory requirements. The number of tide measurements per hour

is switch selectable on the instrument control panel. This

information, together with the 20 bit time word, are used to

obtain the time for each tide pressure sample.

The upper 4 bits of the 20 bit pressure word number 1 is added

to the 16 bit tide pressure samples. The combined 20 bit tide

pressure sample is divided by 14.0625, Sea Data (1983):

Ft = (upper 4 bits tide + 16 bits tide)/14.0625
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where, Ft = pressure sensor oscillator frequency (Hertz)

As with the wave data, equation (5.2) is used to convert the

pressure sensor oscillator frequency to units of pressure.

The pressure data are then converted to units of feet by the

formula:

Td = p/ag (5.9)

where, Td = tide + mean water level (feet)

p = pressure due to tide + mean water level (PSFA)

a = density of seawater (slugs/feet3
)

g = acceleration due to gravity (feet/second2
)

The tide is obtained by removing the mean from the segment of

data processed, thus removing the mean water level bias from

the data. Note that wave variations are not considered in the

above analysis. This is because the tide measurements are the

result of pressure samples averaged over the period governed

by the tide measurements per hour value selected.

As previously stated, the temperature data are part of the

tide record. From Sea Data (1983), reduction is accomplished

as follows:
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M = (temperature count)/57600

Rt = 169050/[1+ M(1.3995)] - 50000 ohms

(5.10)

(5.11)

where, Rt = electrical resistance of the thermistor sensor

(ohms)

(5.12)

where, TO = temperature of seawater (degrees Celsius)

J, K, L = constants derived from least squares fit;

J = 0.9070 X 10.3 , K = 0.2253 X 10.3 , and

L = 0.1136 X 10.6 for this instrument

The thermistor time constant is equal to 30 minutes. It takes

approximately 3 to 5 time constants (i.e., 1.5 to 3.0 hours)

for the temperature data to settle. Since typical data

collection in the field takes only 3 to 4 hours, the

temperature data were processed but not used in any of the

data analyses and comparisons.

A listing of the BASIC program (TEMPTID) which reduces the

tide and temperature data is provided in Appendix D.
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6.0 FIELD EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

A description of the field experiment operation, anomalies,

data analyses, and results are presented in this section.

6.1 site Description

The selected study area is located about 800 yards offshore

of Ala Moana beach on the island of Oahu, Hawaii. Shown in

Figure 6.1, the site is at approximately 21 degrees, 17

minutes, 3 seconds north latitude and 157 degrees, 51 minutes,

45 seconds west longitude.

The field experiment was conducted on February 14, 1990 from

about 1430 to 1700 hours local time. During this period, the

mean water level was approximately 40 feet.

From the National Weather Service (NWS) , mean air temperature

was 79 degrees Fahrenheit, and average wind direction and

speed was (from) 149 degrees magnetic and 10 knots,

respectively. The wind and temperature measurements were

taken at sea level at the Honolulu airport. Sky conditions

were clear. Although current meters were not deployed, by

observing the direction of the tether mooring for the surface

projector buoy, the surface current direction (to) was
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estimated to vary between about 280 degrees and 320 degrees

magnetic.

The ocean surface had very light chop due to the alongshore

winds. An onshore swell of approximately 1 foot in height was

also observed.

6.2 Equipment Installation

Divers connected hydrophones number 1 and number 2 at the

ocean bottom to cement blocks weighing about 95 pounds in

water. Hydrophone number 3 and the pressure gauge were

connected to a cement block weighing 300 pounds in water,

specially designed to mount and shroud the pressure gauge.

Measurements were taken of the direction and distance of each

leg of the triangular array formed by the layout of the

hydrophones as shown in Figure 6 . 2 • Each hydrophone was

connected to a surface bUoy by 55 feet of instrument cable.

The signal from each hydrophone surface buoy was routed to a

nearby boat using type RG-58 coaxial cable.

The projector bUoy was horizontally tethered to a separate

taut moored surface buoy system located at the approximate

center of the hydrophone array. The horizontal tether

consisted of 15 feet (unstretched) of 3/16 inch double

stranded surgical tubing. This tether arrangement maintained
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the projector buoy within close signal range and optimum

geometry, of the triangular hydrophone array • Given the

surface current conditions during the experiment, the

proj ector buoy remained in an area to the west of and in

between hydrophones number 2 and number 3.

The battery operated radio receiver was connected to receive

the 200 Hertz reference signal transmitted by the projector

buoy. The instrumentation recorder recorded the 200 Hertz

reference signal and the corresponding delayed 200 Hertz

signal from each of the hydrophones. The instrumentation

recorder and an oscilloscope used to monitor the received

signals were powered by a small, portable, gasoline engine

driven generator.

After the field experiment, the data logger was connected to

the instrumentation recorder in the laboratory in order to

digitize and record the analog phase data measured by the

instrumentation system. Later the digitized data stored in

the data logger were transferred to a PC for further

processing and analysis.

6.3 System calibration

Due to time constraints, the instrumentation system was

calibrated on a previous date, February 12, 1990. Calibration
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was performed within a few hundred yards of the field

experiment site in approximately 70 feet of water. Sky

conditions were clear. Ocean surface was exceptionally calm

due to little wind. No appreciable swell was observed.

As shown in Figure 6.3, the lower portion of the projector

buoy (which included the speaker) was fixed to a 12 inch

diameter tire tube and allowed to free float near the boat.

Each hydrophone was weighted (using 9 pounds of lead in air)

and lowered into the water at several known depths marked by

tape on the hydrophone cable. The hydrophone cable was

secured to a cam cleat fixed onto a plywood base on top of the

tire tube.

At each known depth, the underwater speaker transmitted a

continuous 200 Hertz signal for 100 seconds to the hydrophone

being calibrated. The resultant delayed 200 Hertz signal

received by the hydrophone was digitized and recorded by the

data logger.

The recorded digitized data were converted to time delay in

seconds, averaged over 100 seconds for each depth, and

plotted as a function of the depths (i.e., distances between

the speaker and the hydrophone) for each hydrophone. The

resultant linear plot for each hydrophone channel is shown in

Figure 6.4. The y intercept and slope of each linear plot
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gives the zeroset error and an estimate of speed of sound in

water during the calibration, respectively. The zeroset error

includes the sum of the signal delays in each hydrophone

channel (e. g . delays in the hydrophone, f ilters and other

circuitry, data logger, etc.). The estimates of zeroset were

used in converting the digitized phase count data to slant

range in feet. Although the estimates of speed of sound from

each hydrophone calibration were within 2% of the nominal 5000

feet/second, these values were not used in the data reduction.

A presumably more accurate estimate of speed of sound,

obtained empirically from measurements of temperature and

salinity during the field experiment, was used instead.

6.4 salinity, Temperature, and Speed of Sound

Using the portable salinometer, measurements of ocean water

conductivity, temperature, and salinity were taken during

system calibration and during the field experiment. Each data

set consisted of measuring the above parameters from the

surface to approximately 39 feet in increments of 3 feet.

Knowing salinity and temperature, speed of sound was estimated

from the empirical formula by Wilson (1962). The mean and

standard deviation (in parenthesis) of each parameter and data

set are summarized in Table 6.1.
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Event salinity Temperature Speed of Sound
(%0) ( ·C) (feet/second)

Calibration 34.80 23.62 5010.45
(0.03) (0.02) (0.38)

Experiment 34.81 23.88 5012.58
(0.04) (0.21) (3.04)

TABLE 6.1 salinity, Temperature, and Speed of Sound Data

No systematic trend was observed in the calibration and

experiment data for salinity and in the calibration data for

temperature. However, a trend of approximately -0.015 degree

Celsius per foot was observed in the experiment data for

temperature. This accounts for the larger standard deviation

in the temperature data obtained during the experiment as

compared to the temperature data obtained during the

calibration.

Salinometer accuracy (to 3 significant figures) was checked

by submitting a water sample obtained during a recent field

experiment to a local chemistry laboratory to provide an

independent measurement of salinity. As a reSUlt, salinometer

readings are apparently off by a bias error of approximately

+0.5 parts per thousand (%0)'

reflect this bias correction.
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6.5 Experiment Anomalies

Data collection began at 1430 hours with the instrumentation

recorder recording the reference and hydrophone analog

signals. It was decided not to use the data logger (to record

the data in parallel). From about 1430 to 1515 hours the

reference signal was fading and very weak. The problem was

found to be a bad connection at the receiver and improper

grounding of the transmitter on the projector buoy. From 1515

hours to experiment termination at 1700 hours, the reference

signal remained strong and steady.

For most of the experiment, the background acoustic level was

relatively quiet. However, underwater acoustic noise from

several small and large engine powered boats which frequently

passed by within a few hundred yards were picked up by the

hydrophones. Fortunately, due to the filter circuits used in

the instrumentation system, these events caused only a few

wild points in the data. Underwater acoustic noise from boats

much further away were also picked up by the hydrophones i

however, these events had little or no affect on data quality.

In spite of several powerful radio signals from large antenna

towers within a half a mile of the experiment site, the radio

spect.rum utilized was relatively quiet. soma infrecruent voice

transmissions from a commercial station were clearly heard on
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a separate test receiver only when the radio transmitter on

the proj ector buoy was turned off. Due to its close proximity

to the operational receiver, the transmitter apparently

overpowered any stray transmissions by the commercial

stations.

6.6 Pressure Gauge Data Analysis

Useable wave and tide data were collected by the pressure

gauge from 0430 to 1700 hours on February 14, 1990. Mean tide

data and wave data were recorded at 128 samples per hour and

at one sample per second, respectively. Measured, as well as

predicted, tidal variation during the period 1430 to 1700

hours was less than 0.5 foot. The wave data selected for

processing required very little editing.

To facilitate Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) processing, a

binary multiple, 2048 data points were selected from the

pressure gauge to coincide with the same period of data

collected by the instrumentation system. After minor editing,

the data were corrected for the effects of pressure. Next,

the energy density were computed for 16 data sets, each data

set 128 points long. Finally, the data sets were averaged to

obtain the mean energy density shown in Figure 6.5. As

indicated, most of the wave energy appears from swell with a

period of approximately 14 seconds.
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6.7 projector Buoy Data Ana1ysis

A data set from about 1530 to 1604 hours was selected for

analysis providing 2048 points at one sample per second. The

data set was divided into 16 segments of 128 points per

segment. After data reduction, editing, and conversion of

units, estimates were made of the derivative of the slant

range data from each hydrophone channel. From the values

obtained for the derivatives, estimates of transit time and

Doppler errors were found to be less than 0.1 inch. since the

resolution of the instrumentation system is 0.6 inch, no

transit time or Doppler corrections were performed.

After converting the slant range data to xyz coordinates, the

resultant data were edited for wild points. Low frequency

trends with periods longer than about 30 seconds due to the

effects of tide, current, translation errors, etc. were

removed using high pass software filtering techniques,

(Asystant (1988». The data collected by the pressure gauge

were synchronized with the data obtained from the

instrumentation system by performing a cross covariance of

these data sets.

The energy density was calculated for x, y, and z and is shown

in Figure 6.6. Each of these plots indicate a wave energy

peak at approximately 14 seconds.
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The effects of shoaling (i.e., tanh(kh» in the x and y data

are shown in Figure 6.7 where the shoaling parameter

(6.1)

is plotted along with 1/tanh(kh).

The directional spectra was computed according to Grosskopf

et al (1983) and is shown in Figure 6.8. It indicates a

dominant peak of wave energy with a period of approximately

13.5 seconds in a direction of 65 degrees (i.e., 025 degrees

magnetic) .

In order to estimate the degree of coherency between x (t) ,

yet), and z(t), the squared coherency parameters were

computed:

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

Results are given in Table 6.2.
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Frequency Period (R )2 2 (R )2(Rxz)
(Hz) (sec)

xy yz

.008 128.0 .82 .40 .10

.015 66.7 .85 .64 .26

.022 45.1 .70 .19 .52

.029 34.0 .80 .65 .33

.037 27.4 .78 .18 .02

.044 22.9 .52 .27 .05

.051 9.6 .84 .52 .54

.058 17.2 .85 .81 .81

.065 15.3 .96 .86 .93

.072 13.8 .92 .87 .79

.080 12.6 .93 .88 .94

.087 11.5 .96 .68 .68

.094 10.6 .85 .37 .54

.101 9.9 .87 .55 .61

.108 9.2 .86 .41 .87

.116 8.6 .91 .64 .77

.123 8.1 .93 .37 .50

.130 7.7 .96 .56 .55

.137 7.3 .85 .38 .19

.144 6.9 .87 .21 .25

.151 6.6 .86 .33 .63

.159 6.3 .89 .13 .13

.166 6.0 .69 .05 .63

.173 5.8 .92 .06 .49

.180 5.5 .79 .74 .56

.187 5.3 .71 .54 .51

.194 5.1 .53 .01 .14

.202 4.9 .79 .19 .12

.209 4.8 .70 .17 .58

.216 4.6 .93 .16 .76

.223 4.5 .80 .17 .20

.230 4.3 .53 .11 .18

.238 4.2 .85 .08 .25

.245 4.1 .55 .14 .09

.252 4.0 .79 .08 .00

TABLE 6.2 Squared Coherency of x(t), yet), and z(t)
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The phase relationships of x(t), yet), and z(t) were checked

and compa+ed with the criteria specified in section 2.2.2.

Results of cross spectra Sxz indicated that, in the frequency

band of interest, x(t) lagged z (t) by approximately 70 degrees

more than the normal 90 degrees. Actual causes are unknown,

however, the restoring force applied to the projector bUoy by

the elastic tether was probably a contributing factor.

Results of cross spectra SyZ revealed a normal phase

relationship. Due to the anomalous lag in x(t), x(t) was time

aligned with yet) for the purpose of resolving directional

ambiguity, Le., for calculating nx and n, in equations (2.19)

and (2.20), respectively.

Wave amplitude (or energy), phase, and direction were

estimated by the one wave per frequency method described in

section 2. Plots of the above wave parameters as a function

of frequency are shown in Figure 6.9. Peak wave energy

appears at a period of approximately 14 seconds in a direction

of 65 degrees (i.e., 025 degrees magnetic). Figure 6.10 is

a polar plot (i.e., plan view) of wave energy as a function

of wave direction.

Tests were conducted in a fresh water tank to obtain estimates

of the natural periods for buoy heave and surge. Surge tests

required a horizontal restoring force to simulate a constant
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current. The resultant periods for heave and surge were

approximately 1.5 seconds and 29 seconds, respectively.

6.8 Aerial Photographs

Aerial slides were taken of the study area during the initial

portion of the field experiment. Over two dozen shots were

taken from a Cessna 172 aircraft flying at an altitude of

10,000 feet from approximately 1400 to 1415 local time.

Unfortunately, all but a few of the slides were underexposed

due to the idiosyncrasies of using a fUlly automatic camera.

Apparently, sun light reflecting off the wheel strut fairing

may have saturated the camera light sensor. However, the few

slides that survived showed a wave train with a period of

approximately 13 seconds travelling in a direction 62 degrees

(i.e., 028 degrees magnetic). Figure 6.11 shows a print of

one of these slides.

6.9 Temporal and Spectral Data comparisons

Figure 6.12 shows plots of a 200 second segment of the wave

data from the pressure gauge and the z (t) data from the

instrumentation system during a similar time segment. These

plots compare very well considering that wave elevation and

z (t), water particle displacement in the z-direction, are

different parameters measured at horizontal points spaced over
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FIGURE 6.11 Field Experiment Site - Aerial View
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15 feet apart. Wave elevation and z(t) are measured at fixed

and moving points in the horizontal plane, respectively.

Figure 6.13 shows plots of the energy density of the wave

elevation from the pressure gauge and the energy density of

z(t) from the instrumentation system. Again the comparison

is very good considering they are different parameters.

6.10 Projector Buoy Data Confidence

A 95% confidence interval for Szz is given by:

(6.5)

where (O'ZZ)2 = variance of Szz (feet2
)

ndf = number of degrees of freedom = 2 (16) = 32

X2
•025 = chi-square 2.5 percentile (ndf = 32) = 18.3

X2
•975 = chi-square 97.5 percentile (ndf = 32) = 49.5

(6.6)

Using the F (i. e., Fisher) distribution, a confidence interval

may also be stated for the ratio (Syy/Sxx) 1/2 in equation (2.18)

for wave direction D(f). This is a statement of confidence

of wave direction as a result of variances in Sxx and Syy.
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- - 2
Prob {( 1/F.975) (Syy/Sxx> s (Oyy/Oxx)

s (1/F.02S) (S~/S:x)} = 0.95 (6.7)

where (Oyy)2, (OM)2 = variance of Syy and Su' respectively.

F.02S = F distribution 2.5 percentile (32 degrees of

freedom in (Oyy)2 and (Oxx)2) = 0.490

F.975 = F distribution 97.5 percentile (32 degrees of

freedom in (Oyy) 2 and (Oxx) 2) = 2.04

Prob {0.70 (SyyiSxx)112 s (Oyy/oxx)

s 1. 43 (Syy/Sxx) 1/
2) = 0.95

Taking the arctangent gives:

Prob (arctan [0.7 (Syyisxx) 1/2]

s D(f) s arctan [1.43 (Sy/Sxx)1/2]) = 0.95

(6.8)

(6.9)

For example, letting (Syyisxx) 112 = 1 (Le., wave direction =

45 degrees), the standard error for D(f) ~ ± 10 degrees. Note

that for wave directions> 45 degrees, 90 - arctan [(Sxx/Syy) 112]

may be used to calculate D(f) versus arctan [(Syy/Sxx) 1/2] •
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7.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An instrumentation design was presented for estimating ocean

wave directional spectra from measurements of water particle

motion. Water particle motion was measured using an

underwater, acoustic, ranging system consisting of a surface

projector bUoy and suitable bottom mounted hydrophones. The

resultant slant range measurements of the surface bUoy

position in space were recorded for later processing and

analyses. Wave data obtained from a commercial bottom mounted

pressure gauge were used as a reference for comparing the z(t)

displacement data measured by the instrumentation system.

Similarly, aerial photographs taken of the wave field in the

study area during the experiment were used as a reference for

comparing wave directions.

An elastic tether attached to the surface proj ector buoy

during the experiment appeared to minimize potential ampl i tude

degradation in the vertical and horizontal planes. On the

other hand, the elastic tether may have introduced a delay in

the horizontal plane in a direction coincident with the

surface current. However, this anomaly had minimal impact on

data reduction quality.
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A one wave per frequency method for estimating wave amplitude

or energy, phase, and direction was presented. Estimates of

wave power spectral density from measurements by the pressure

gauge and the instrumentation system indicated excellent

comparison at the peak wave energy with a period of

approximately 14 seconds. Similar comparisons were obtained

over the range of periods from 10 seconds to 14 seconds.

Also, aerial photographs support directional estimates from

measurements by the instrumentation system indicating peak

wave energy travelling in a direction of approximately 028

degrees magnetic. Finally, measurements of wave elevation and

z(t) by the pressure gauge and instrumentation system,

respectively, indicated a high degree of correlation in spite

of the fact that wave elevation and z (t) are different

parameters.

It is concluded that the instrumentation design presented was

shown to be an effective and reasonably accurate system for

estimating wave amplitude, phase, and direction, as well as

wave directional spectra.

The system, as presented, is probably best suited for

relatively shallow water (e.g., < 100 feet) applications where

divers can easily secure and survey the bottom mounted

hydrophones. A relatively constant speed of sound profile is

also desireable. If the sound profile is not constant, but
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is accurately known, use of ray tracing techniques provides

a reasonable solution for the triangulation process.

The system, as presented, is also best suited for short term

applications (e.g., < 5 hours). In this case, battery life

is the governing factor, especially the battery used to power

the surface projector buoy electronics. Design alternatives

and improvements such as adding solar power, reducing

transmission duty cycle, remoting power by cable, etc. can

extend system operating time appreciably.

System installation is not limited to the ocean bottom. Ocean

oil rigs, for example, provide an excellent and stable

platform, not only for mounting the hydrophones, but also for

launching and remotely powering the surface projector buoy.
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WAVE DATA FORMAT

Data Length LSB position Pattern

Mode 8 8 10nn nnnn
Pressure 1 16 24 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 2 16 40 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 3 16 56 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 4 16 72 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 5 16 88 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 6 16 104 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 7 16 120 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 8 16 136 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 9 16 152 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 10 16 168 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 11 16 184 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 12 16 200 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 13 16 216 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 14 16 232 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 15 16 248 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 16 16 264 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Not Used 44 308

where, nnnnnn is the 6 bit burst record count.
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TIDE DATA FO~~T

Data Length LSB position Pattern

Mode 8 8 01ab cdef
Time 20 28 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Wave Rate 4 32 oghi
Pressure 1* 20 52 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 1 16 68 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Temperature 1 16 84 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 2 16 100 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Temperature 2 16 116 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 3 16 132 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Temperature 3 16 148 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 4 16 164 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Temperature 4 16 180 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 5 16 196 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Temperature 5 16 212 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 6 16 228 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Temperature 6 16 244 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 7 16 260 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Temperature 7 16 276 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pressure 8 16 292 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
Temperature 8 16 308 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx

where, a = Standby Mode if = 1
b = Speedup Mode in Burst if = 1
c = Hours/4096 Mode in Burst if = 1
d = Not Used
e = File Gap Since Last Data Record if = 1
f = Wave Burst Mode Since Last Data Record if = 1

g h i Wave Sample Interval
(seconds)

0 0 0 0.5
0 0 1 1.0
0 1 0 2.0
0 1 1 4.0
1 0 0 8.0
1 0 1 16.0
1 1 0 Not Used
1 1 1 Not Used

NOTES: Pressure 1* is the full 20 bit pressure word. Time
is associated with Pressure 8 sample.
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PROCRAM lOGPROC

10 GOSUB 1000 : REH SUB INIT I/O
20 GOSUB 1100 : REH SUB RECORD
30 GOSUB 1200 : REH SUB SYNCH
40 GOSUB 1300 : REH SUB STORE
50 GOTO 30

100 STOP
1000 REH =====> SUB INIT I/O
1010 PCLR 0,2,5,6,7,8,10,11,12
1020 PSET 0,3
1030 X = 1
1040 B = &HFFFFFFFF
1050 PRINT "4 CHANNEL PHASE DIGITIZER & DATA LOGGER"
1055 PRINT " "
1060 RETURN
1100 REH =====> SUB RECORD
1110 R = PIN(6)
1120 IF R = 0 GOTO 1110
1130 PRINT" " : PRINT "=====> RECORD"
1140 RETURN
1200 REH =====> SUB SYNCH
1210 T :II PIN(1)
1212 R = PIN(6)
1215 IF R .. 0 GOSUB 1400
1220 IF T = 0 GOTO 1210
1230 T = PIN(1)
1233 R = PIN(6)
1235 IF R = 0 GOSUB 1400
1240 IF T = 1 GOTO 1230
1250 RETURN
1300 REM =====> SUB STORE
1310 Z = SDI(32)
1315 STORE X,#4,Z
1320 C=X-4 : D=X-3 : E=X-2 : F=X-1
1322 H=GETCC,tl1) : I=GETCD,tl1) : J=GETCE,#l) K=GET(F,tl1)
1323 IF I = &H1A GOSUB 1600
1324 IF J = &H1A GOSUB 1700
1325 IF K= &H1A GOSUB 1800
1326 C = X·4 : STORE C,tl1,H : C = X-4
1327 GOSUB 1900
1328 U = ((C-1)/4)+1
1329 PRINT U," ",C," ",P," ",a," ",G
1330 IF X> 229000 GOSUB 1400
1340 PCLR 0
1350 PSET 0
1355 R = PIN(6)
1360 IF R = 0 GOSUB 1400
1380 RETURN
1400 REM =====> SUB EOF
1410 STORE X,#4,B
1420 PRINT "=====> STOP NEXT X = "; : PRINT X
1430 GOTO 20
1440 RETURN
1500 REM =====> SUB END OF HEMORY
1502 STORE X,#4,B
1507 STORE A,N4,B
1510 PRINT "=====> ENO OF MEMORY NEXT X = "; PRINT X
1520 GOTO 100
1530 RETURN
1600 REM =====> SUS CHNL1 EOF
1610 H = H+ &H40
1620 I = &HOO
1622 0 :: X-3
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PROGRAM lOCPROG (alNTlNUED)

1624 STORE D.#1.1
1630 RETURN
1700 REM =====> SUB CHNl2 EOF
1710 H =H+ &H20
1720 J " &HOO
1722 E " X·2
1724 STORE E.#1.J
1730 RETURN
1800 REM =====> SUB CHNl3 EOF
1810 H =H + &H10
1820 IC " &HOO
1822 F " X·1
1824 STORE F.#1.K
1830 RETURN
1900 REM =====> SUB MSB
1905 ~ • H&&H04
1910 P " I
1915 IF Y = &H04 P = P + &H100
1920 ~ =H&&H02
1925 Q = J
1930 IF Y =&H02 Q =Q + &H100
1935 Y =H&&H01
1940 G = IC
1945 IF Y =&H01 G =G + &H100
1950 RETURN
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PROGRAM ?WAVE

:REM SUBROUTINE INTRODUCTION
:REH SUBROUTINE INPUT
:REM SUBROUTINE INITIALIZE
:REH SUBROUTINE REDUCTION

", WSPB

",DATINS

",YBI 1045 IF YBI=O THEN YBI;;4!

", WSI

[Default = continuous)

[Default = PGAUGE.OAT)

[Default = 4.0)

[Defaul t = 1.0)

5 REM ===> MAIN PROGRAM PYAVE <===
10 REM
15 GOSUB 1800
20 GOSUB 1000
25 GOSUB 1100
30 GOSUB 1200
35 CLOSE : END
99 REM
1000 REM ===> SUBROUTINE INPUT <===
1005 REM
1006 CLS : INPUT "PRINTOUT? [Y or N) ",POUTS
1007 YSPB=O : YSI=O! : YBI=OI : DEN=OI DATI NS='"' : YAVES=""
1010 KEY OFF : CLS : CLOSE
1015 INPUT "NAME OF DATA INPUT FILE
1017 IF DATlNS="" THEN DATlNS="PGAUGE.DAT"
1020 INPUT "NAME OF WAVE DATA OUTPUT FILE: [Default = WAVE.OAT) ", YAVES
1023 IF \lAVES="" THEN YAVES="\lAVE.DATu
1025 PRINT
1030 INPUT "\lAVE SAMPLES PER BURST (no.)
1035 IF WSPB=O THEN YSPB=9999I
1040 INPUT u\lAVE SAMPLE INTERVAL (sec)
1043 IF \lSI=O! THEN \lSI=1!
1044 INPUT "IJAVE BURST INTERVAL (hours)
1047 \lBI=3600!·YBI
1049 PRINT
1050 INPUT "MEAN DENSITY OF SEAYATER (slugs!ft "3): [Defaul t ;; 1.95) ", DEN
1055 IF DEN=O! THEN DEN;;1.95
1060 PRINT : PRINT
1065 IF (POUTS="N") OR (POUTS="n") THEN GOTO 1098
1067 LPRINT".. •.. ·.•••.••··• •.•••..•••..•••....••••••....••.•••...••....••...••••....•.•. u
1068 LPRINT " ••••••••••••••• PROGRAM PYAVE •••••••••••••••" : LPRINT
1070 LPRINT "DATA INPUT FILE = u;DATINS
1072 LPRINT "DATA OUTPUT FILE = u;YAVES : LPRINT
1073 LPRINT "YAVE SAMPLES PER BURST = ":
1074 IF \lSPB=9999! THEN LPRINT "continuous"
1075 IF NOT (YSPB=9999!) THEN LPRINT YSPB
1076 LPRINT "YAVE SAMPLE INTERVAL = ";YSI;u seconds"
1078 LPRINT "YAVE BURST INTERVAL = ";IJBI/36001;" hours"
1080 LPRINT "MEAN DENSITY OF SEAYATER = ";DEN;" slugs/ft"3"
1081 LPRINT"··················· •... · ••...••.......•.••......••.•.•...••.....•....•..•.... "
1082 LPRINT : LPRINT
1083 LPRINT "1ST ROY, 2ND ROY = \lAVE (ft), [includes effects of atmospheric"
1084 LPRINT .. pressure]
1085 LPRINT : LPRINT
1098 RETURN
1099 REM
1100 REM ===> SUBROUTINE INITIALIZE <===
1105 REM
1110 OPTION BASE 0
1115 OPEN DATIN$ FOR INPUT AS #1 :REM Open input file.
1120 OPEN \lAVES FOR OUTPUT AS #2 :REH Open output file.
1125 DIM VALUE(23),XHEX(5),XDEC(5),1J(5),IJAVE(16),P(16),X(16),Y(16)
1130 FOR 1=0 TO 9 :REM Set up values for con'
1135 VALUE(I)=I :REH verting hex characters to
1140 NEXT I :REH decimal values for hex 1
1145 FOR !=17 TO 22 :REK thru 9 and similarly, for
1150 VALUE(I)=!·7! :REH hex characters A thru F.
1155 NEXT I :REM
1160 F~ 1=1 TO 5 :REH Assign W(l) thru W(4) equal
1165 W(I)=16·(5-1) :REH to weight of respective
1170 NEXT I :REM nibble.
1175 NREC=O :REM Initial record no.
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PROGRAM NAVE (CONTINUED)

1177 G=32.174 :REM Gravitational acceleration.
1179 XFAC=256!/225! :REM Factor for 20 bit p1 word.
1183 A=858.9501 : B=449.4599 TO=2.699638E-05:REM Pressure coefficients.
1185 SCALE=O! :REM SCALE used if ~SPB=2048.
1187 XHSN=65536!
1189 PMSN=524288!
1191 ETZ=WBI
1198 RETURN
1199 REM
1200 REM ===> SUBROUTINE REDUCTION <===
1205 REM
1230 IF EOF(1) GOTO 1298 :REM Check for EOF. 1235 INPUT #1.XS IF XS='"1 GOTO
1235 :REM Read next record.
1237 IF XS="FILE MARK" GOTO 1298 :REM Check for EOF mark.
1238 XTYPE=ASC(MIDSeXS.1.1» :REM Check for type of record.
1241 IF XTYPE>55 GOTO 1248 :REM If wave record. goto 1248.
1243 GOSUB 1500 :REM SUBROUTINE P1
1245 P1=P1*XFAC :REM Obtain most significant
1246 PMSN=P1/XHSN : PMSN=XMSN*FIX(PMSN) :REM nibble for wave record.
1247 GOTO 1230 :REM Go back read another record.
1248 IF ~SPB <> 9999! THEN GOTO 1250
1249 BRC=NREC : GOTO 1255
1250 GOSUB 1300 :REM SUBROUTINE BURST COUNT
1255 GOSUB 1400 :REM SUBROUTINE ~AVE

1260 GOSUB 1600 :REM SUBROUTINE STORE
1265 GOTO 1230 :REM Go back read another record.
1298 RETURN
1299 REM
1300 REM ===> SUBROUTINE BURST COUNT <===
1305 REM
1310 XHEX(1)=ASCeMIDSexS.1. 1» :REM Read first two characters
1315 XHEX(2)=ASCeMIDS(XS.2.1» :REM of wave record and convert
1320 XDEC(1)=(VALUEeXHEX(1)-48»-8! :REM values to burst record count.
1325 XDEC(2)=VALUE(XHEXe2)-48) :REM
1330 BRC=(~(4)*XDECe1»+(~(5)*XDECe2» :REM
1335 IF ~SPB=2048 THEN BRC=BRC+SCALE :REM Correct burst record count
1340 IF BRC=63 THEN SCALE=64! :REM for rollover past 63 when
1345 IF BRC=127 THEN SCALE=OI :REM wave samples/burst = 2048.
1398 RETURN
1399 REM
1400 REM ===> SUBROUTINE ~AVE <===
1402 REM
1404 K=2 :REM
1406 FOR J=1 TO 16 :REM
1408 FOR 1=1 TO 4 :REM Convert pressure string into
1410 L=K+I :REM equivalent hex digits and
1412 XHEX(I )=ASCeMIDS(XS. L.1» :REM store into XHEX( I).
1414 NEXT I :REM
1416 GOSUB 1700 :REM SUBROUTINE CONVERT
1418 P(J)=XDATA :REM Pressure now in unit of count
1420 K=K+4 :REM and stored into P(J).
1422 NEXT J :REM
1426 FOR J=1 TO 16 :REM
1434 X(J)=(P(J)+PMSN)/16! :REM Add most sig tide nibble.
1436 Y(J)=(A*(11-(TO*X(J»)-B*«11-(TO*XeJ»)'2»*144!
1440 ~AVEeJ)=(YeJ»/(DEN=G) :REH wave units of feet.
1444 NEXT J :REM
1498 RETURN
1499 REM
1500 REM ===> SUBROUTINE P1 <===
1502 REI::
1504 FOR 1=1 TO 5
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PROGRAM PUAVE (COIITINUED)

"

II.,

:REM Convert value of digit from
:REM hex to decimal.
:REM
:REM
:REM
:REM Combine decimal values and
:REM apply weights to get final
:REM pressure count value.

:REM Read status of CRC.
:REM If CRC is bad, print record
:REM Highlight CRC with ===>.
:REM Print record n has bad CRC.

(no.):"iNRECi"/"iBRC;"
(sec):";BRC*16!*WSI+(ETZ)

:REM
:REM Calculate elapsed time of
:REM of wave data. Yrite elapsed
:REM time and wave data to disk
:REM output file.

1506 L=8+1
1508 XHEX(I)=ASCCHIDSCXS,L,1»
1510 XDECCI)=VALUECXHEXCI)-48)
1512 NEXT I
1514 P1=0
1516 FOR J=1 TO 5
1518 DUM=Y(J)·XDECCJ)
1520 P1=DUH+P1
1522 NEXT J
1598 REH
1599 RETURN
1600 REH ===> SUBROUTINE STORE <===
1605 REH
1610 CRCS=MID~CXS,81,1)

1615 IF CRCS="G" GOTO 1635
1617 PRINT "================> "i
1620 PRINT "RECORD "iNRECi"BAD CRC"
1625 PRINT
1635 PRINT "DATA/BURST RECORD
1640 PRINT "RECORD START TlHE
1645 FOR 1=1 TO 16
1650 ET=C(BRC·16!)+(I-1!»*YSI+(ETZ)
1655 PRINT USING "ffl###.tt##"iYAVE(I),
1660 YRITE #2,ET,YAVE(I)
1665 NEXT I
1670 PRINT : PRINT
16n IF CPOUTS="Y") OR CPOUTS="y") THEN GOSUB 1900
1673 NREC=NREC+1
1675 IF YSPB=9999! GOTO 1698
1680 IF BRC=(YSPB/16!)-1! THEN ETZ=ETZ+YBI
1698 RETURN
1699 REM
1700 REH ===> SUBROUTINE CONVERT <===
1705 REM
1710 FOR 1=1 TO 4
1715 XDECCI)=VALUE(XHEX(I)-48)
1nO NEXT 1
1n5 XDATA=OI
1730 FOR 1=1 TO 4
1735 DUH=Y(I+1)*XDEC(I)
1740 XDATA=DUH+XDATA
'1745 NEXT 1
1798 RETURN
1799 REM
1800 REM ===> SUBROUTINE INTRODUCTION <===
1801 REM
1802 KEY OFF : CLS
1804 PRINT ,,----- PROGRAH PRESSURE YAVE (PYAVE) ----- VER. 1.0 (4/12188)"
1805 PRINT" Written by Francis Benevides, Jr."
1806 PRINT" Universi ty of Hawai i , Department of OCean Engineering"
1807 PRINT
1808 PRINT "Program PWAVE reads and reduces selected data collected by a "
1810 PRINT "pressure gauge, SEADATA Model 635-11. Data collected by the "
1812 PRINT "pressure gauge includes tide, t~rature. wave, time, and various"
1814 PRINT "status information. It is asst.med that these data have been pre-"
1816 PRIIIT "viously read and stored onto a disk fi le with the mode FORHAT=1
1818 PRINT "(regular) selected. Mode FORMAT=2 (cOllpJter) embeds header infor-"
1820 PRINT "mation in the data which this program does not recognize. Program"
j822 PiCl"T "PI/AvE reads and reduces wave burst count and wave data only! For"
1824 PRINT "more information on reading data from the pressure gauge, refer to"
1826 PRINT "to the 60SE portion of the SEAOATA "odel 6OSE/635-11 manuaL"
1827 PRINT
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II.,

:REM If CRC is bad, print record
:REM Highlight CRC with ===>.
:REM Print record n has bad CRC.

pressure gauge data."
input data fi le name, wave output data fi le name, II

wave burst interval, wave samples per burst,
wave sa~le interval, and mean seawater density. II

data record no., burst record no., time, and wave."
wave fi le [elapsed time(sec), wave (feet)]."

PROGRAM P\lAVE (taIT1NUED)

1828 PRINT "DISK INPUT:
1830 PRINT "KEYBOARD INPUT:
1831 PRINT "
1832 PRINT "
1838 PRINT "DISPLAY OUTPUT:
1840 PRINT "DISK OUTPUT:
1842 PRINT
1844 INPUT "HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE: ",KBDS
1898 RETURN
1899 REM
1900 REM ===> SUBROUTINE LSTORE <===
1905 REM
1915 IF CRCS="G" GOTO 1935
1917 LPRINT "================> "i
1920 LPRINT "RECORD "iNRECi "BAD CRC"
1925 LPRINT
1935 LPRINT "DATA/BURST RECORD (no.): "iNRECi "/";BRC;"
1940 LPRINT liRECORD START TIME (sec): "iBRC*16! *\ISI+(ETZ)
1945 FOR 1=1 TO 16 :REM
1950 ET=«BRC*161).(1·1!»*~SI+(ETZ) :REM Calculate elapsed time of
1955 LPRINT USING It1#####.###"i~AVE(I), :REM of wave data. Write elapsed
1965 NEXT I :REM output file.
1970 LPRINT : LPRINT
1998 RETURN
1999 REM
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PROGRAM TEMPTID

", DATINS

", TIDES

",TMPH[Defaul t = 8]

[Default = TIDE.DAT]

[Default = PGAUGE.DAT]

(no. ):

:REM SUBROUTINE INTRODUCTION
:REM SUBROUTINE INPUT
:REM SUBROUTINE INIT!ALIZE
:~EM SUBROUTINE REDUCTION

5 REM ===> MAIN PROGRAM TEMPTIO <===
10 REM
15 GOSUB 1800
20 GOSUB 1000
25 GOSUB 1100
30 GOSUB 1200
35 CLOSE : END
99 REM
1000 REM ===> SUBROUTINE INPUT <===
1005 REM
1006 CLS : INPUT "PRINTOUT? [Y or N] ", POUTS
1007 TMPH=O! : DEN=O! : DATINS='1ll : TlDES="" : TEMPS=""
1008 KEY OFF : CLS : CLOSE
1010 INPUT "NAME OF DATA INPUT FILE
1012 IF DATlNS="" THEN DATlNS="PGAUGE.OAT"
1015 INPUT "NAME OF TIDE OUTPUT FILE
1017 IF TlDES='''' THEN TlDES="TlDE.DAT"
1020 INPUT "NAME OF TEMPERATURE OUTPUT FILE: [Default = TEMP.DAT] ",TEMPS
1022 IF TEMPS="" THEN TEMPS="TEMP.DAT"
1025 PRINT
1030 INPUT "TIDE MEASUREMENTS PER HOUR
1032 IF TMPH=O' THEN TMPH=8!
1035 INPUT "MEAN DENSITY OF SEAIIATER (slugs/ft'3): [Default = 1.95] ",DEN
1037 IF DEN=O! THEN DEN=1.95
1045 PRINT : PRINT
1065 IF (POUTS="N") OR (POUTS=lIn") THEN GOTO 1098
1067 LPRINT ".••.••••.••..•. - •••••• -- •• - ••••••••••• -- •••.•••.• _.•. _•. _•• _.•••.•••.. ._.lI
1068 LPRINT " ****..********* PROGRAM TEMPTID ***************" : LPRINT
1070 LPRINT "DATA INPUT FILE = ";DATINS
10n LPRINT "TIDE OUTPUT FILE = ";TIDES
1074 LPRINT "TEMPERATURE OUTPUT FILE = ";TEMPS : LPRINT
1076 LPRINT "TIDE MEASUREMENTS PER HOUR = ";TMPH
1078 LPRINT "MEAN DENSITY OF SEAIIATER = ";DEN;" slugs/ft'3)"1080 LPRINT lI.__ •• __ ._._._. __ .•. _•• •••• •••. _._•• _.•. __ ••••• •• _. __ ._. lI

1082 LPRINT
1083 LPRINT
1084 LPRINT "1ST ROil = TIDE (ft), [includes effects of atmospheric pressure]
1085 LPRINT "2ND ROil = TEMPERATURE (deg C)"
1086 LPRINT : LPRINT
1098 RETURN
1099 REM
1100 REM ===> SUBROUTINE INITIALIZE <===
1102 REM
1104 OPTION BASE 0
1106 OPEN DATINS FOR INPUT AS #1
1108 OPEN TIDES FOR OUTPUT AS #2
1110 OPEN TEMPS FOR OUTPUT AS #3
1112 DIM VALUE(23),XHEXC5),XDECC5),P(8), TIDE(8),T(8),1I(5),X(8),YC8),Z(8)
1113 DIM EH8)
1114 FOR 1=0 TO 9
1116 VALUE(I)=I
1118 NEXT I
1120 VALUE(17)=10! : VALUE(18)=11! VALUE(19)=12!
1122 VALUE(20)=13! : VALUE(21)=14! VALUE(22)=15!
1124 FOR 1=0 TO 4
1126 IICI)=16'C4-1)
1128 NEXT I
1130 A=858.9501 : B=449.4599 : TO=2.699638E-05
1132 TA=.000907 : TB=.0002253 : TC=1.136E·07
1134 SMIO=32768! : XSTEP=65536!
1138 ~REC=1

1140 DT=3600!/TMPH
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PROGRAM TEMPTID (CONTINUED)

:REH SUBROUTINE CONVERT

:REM SUBROUTINE CONVERT

:REM Pressure converted to tide

:REM Read most significant
:REH pressure no. 1 character.

:REM Convert time string into
:REH equivalent hex digits and
:REM store into XHEX(I).

:REM Convert time string into
:REH equivalent hex digits and
:REM into XHEX(I).

:REM Check for EOF.
:REH Re3d next record and process

:REM Convert pressure string into
:REH equivalent hex digits and
:REH store into XHEX(I).

:REM it if it is a tide record.
:REM If not, read another record.
:REM SUBROUTINE TIME
:REM SUBROUTINE TIDE
:REM SUBROUTINE TEMPERATURE
:REM SUBROUTINE STORE
:REM Read another record.

:REH SUBROUTINE CONVERT
:REM Convert time ET into units
:REH of seconds.

1142 G=32.174
1198 RETURN
1199 REM
1200 REM ===> SUBROUTINE REDUCTION <===
1205 REM
1230 IF EOF(1) GOTO 1298
1235 INPUT tl1,XS : IF XS="" GOTO 1298
1237 IF XS="FILE HARK" GOTO 1298
1240 XTYPE=ASC(MIOS(XS. 1, 1»
1245 IF XTYPE >55 GOTO 1230
1250 GOSUB 1300
1255 GOSUB 1400
1260 GOSUB 1500
1265 GOSUB 1600
1270 GOTO 1230
1298 RETURN
1299 REM
1300 REM ===> SUBROUTINE TIME <===
1305 REM
1310 FOR 1=0 TO 4
1315 N=I+3
1320 XHEX(I)=ASC(MIOS(XS,N,1»
1325 NEXT I
1330 GOSUB 1700
1335 XET=XDATA/128!
1340 XET=XET-(7!/TMPH)
1342 XET=3600!*XET
1398 RETURN
1399 REM
1400 REM ===> SUBROUTINE TIDE <===
1402 REM
1404 PMSB=ASC(MIDS(XS,9,1»
1406 PM~B=VALUE(PMSB-48)*XSTEP

1408 XHEX(0)=48! : K=13
1410 FOR J=1 TO 8
1412 FOR 1=1 TO 4
1414 L=K+I
1416 XHEX(I)=ASC(MIDS(XS,L,1»
1418 NEXT I
1420 GOSUB 1700
1422 P(J)=XDATA+PMSB
1424 Ie=K+8
1426 NeXT J
1428 FOR J=1 TO 8
1436 X(J)=P(J)/14.0625
1438 Y(J)=A*(1!-(TO*X(J»)-B*«11-(TO*X(J»)02)
1440 Z(J)=Y(J)*144
1442 TIDE(J)=(Z(J»/(DEN*G)
1446 NEXT J
1498 RETURN
1499 REM
1500 REM ===> SUBROUTINE TEMPERATURE <===
1505 REM
1510 XHEX(0)=48! : K=17
1515 FOR J=1 TO 8
1520 FOR 1=1 TO 4
1525 L=K+I
1530 XHEX(I)=ASC(MIDS(XS,L.1»
~535 NEXT i
1540 GOSUB 1700
1545 T(J)=XDATA
1550 K=K+8
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PROGRAM TEMPTJD (lDITlNUED)

II.,

:REM n has bad CRC.

:REM Convert value of digit from
:REM he~ to decimal.

:REM Convert decimal digits into
:REM a decimal value.

:REM Read status of CRC.
:REM If CRC is bad, print record

1555 NEXT J
1560 FOR J=1 TO 8
1565 XM=TCJ)/57600!
1570 RT=CC1690501)/C1!+CXM*1.3995»)·50000t
1575 DENOM=TA+CTB*LOGCRT»+CTC*CCLOGCRT»'3»
1580 TeJ)=(1 !lDENOM)·273. 16 :REM T~rature converted into
1585 NEXT J :REM units of d~grees Celsius.
1598 RETURN
1599 REM
1600 REM ===> SUBROUTINE STORE <===
1605 REM
1610 CRCS=MIDSCXS,81,1)
1615 IF CRCS="G" GOTO 1635
1617 PRINT "===============> ";
1620 PRINT "RECORD ";NREC;"BAO CRC"
1625 PRINT
1635 PRINT "RECORD:";NREC;"
1640 PRINT "RECORD START TIME Csec):";XET
1645 FOR 1=1 TO 8
1647 ETCI)=XET+CCI-1)*DT)
1649 WRITE #2,ETCI),TIDECI)
1651 WRITE #3,ETCI),TCI)
1653 NEXT I
1655 FOR 1=1 TO 8
1657 PRINT USING 1I#####fUI##II;TIDE(I),
1659 NEXT I
1661 FOR 1=1 TO 8
1663 PRINT USING "######.###";T(I),
1665 NEXT I
1670 PRINT : PRINT
16n IF CPOUTS="Y") OR (POUTS="y") THEN COSUB 1900
1674 NREC=NREC+l
1698 RETURN
1699 REM
1700 REM ===> SUBROUTINE CONVERT <===
1705 REM
1710 FOR 1=0 TO 4
1715 XDEC(I)=VALUE(XHEXCI)-48!)
1nO NEXT I
1n5 XDATA=Of
1730 FOR 1=0 TO 4
1735 DUM=W(I)*XDEC(I)
1740 XDATA=DUM+XDATA
1745 NEXT I
1798 RETURN
1799 REM
1800 REM ===> SUBROUTINE INTRODUCTION <===
1801 REM
1802 KEY OFF : CLS
1804 PRINT ,,·····PROGRAM TEMPERATURE - TIDE CTEMPTlD) ----- VER. 1.0 (4/20/88)"
1805 PRINT" Written by Francis Benevides, Jr."
1806 PRINT" University of Hawaii, Department of Ocean Engineering ll : PRINT
1810 PRINT "Program TEMPTID CTefll)erature - Tide) reads and reduces selected II
1812 PRINT "data collected by a pressure gauge, SEAOATA Model 635·11. These"
1814 PRINT "data include time, tide, tefll)erature, wave, and various status "
1816 PRIIlT uinfonr.ation. It is assl.llled that these data have previously beenII
1818 PRHH "read and stored onto a disk file with the lIIode FORMAT=1 Cregular)"
1820 PRINT "selected. Mode FORMAT=2 (c~ter) enileds header information in "
1822 PKIWT Uthe data which this program does not recognize. Program TEMPTID "
1824 PRINT "reads and reduces time, tide, and tenperature data only. For more"
1826 PRINT "infor~~tion on reading data fr~" the pr~ssure gauge, refer to the"
1828 PRINT "605E portion of the SEADATA Model 605E/635-11 manual."
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PROGRAM TEMPTID (lXIIlTlNUED)

pressure gauge data."
input data file name, tide output data file name,"
tl!ll1)erature output data fi Ie name, tide measure-"
ments per hour, seawater density, clock reset hour. n
record nl.l1t>er, elapsed time, tide, tl!ll1)erature."
tide file [elapsed time, tide (feet». t~raturen

file [elapsed time, terrperature (deg C»)."

1834 PRINT
1836 PRINT "DISK INPUT:
1838 PRINT "KEYBOARD INPUT:
1840 PRINT"
1842 PRINT "
1844 PRINT "DISPLAY OUTPUT:
1848 PRINT "DISK OUTPUT:
1850 PRINT "
1851 PRINT
1852 INPUT "HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE: ",KBO$
1898 RETURN
1899 REM
1900 REM ===> SUBROUTINE LSTORE <===
1905 REM
1915 If CRCS="G" GOTa 1935
1917 LPRINT ".==......."... =..==:0 ";
1920 LPRINT "RECORD ";NREC;"BAD CRC"
1925 LPRINT
1935 LPRINT "RECORD:";NREC;"
1940 LPRINT "RECORD START TIME (sec):";XET
1955 fOR 1=1 TO 8
1957 LPRINT USING n######.###"iTIOE(I),
1959 NEXT I
1961 fOR 1=1 TO 8
1963 LPRINT USING n######.###";T(I),
1965 NEXT I
1997 LPRINT : LPRINT
1998 RETURN
1999 REM

:REM If CRC is bad, print record

:REM n has bad CRC.

II.,
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